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1. 4G / LTE, IP, analog wireless transmitters
2. CCTV battery suitcases for Special Services
3. Rapid deployment towers with 4G/LTE and batteries
4. Rapid deployment cameras for construction sites
5. Rapid deployment systems for city video monitoring
6. Solar power systems for CCTV cameras

Polish manufacturer of innovative solutions for CCTV
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iCAM-Solar365



iCAM-Tower rapid deployment video surveillance towers
Intended for construction companies, solar farms and city guards.
Complete video monitoring point can be deployed and activated in 20
minutes. You don't need power or wiring. You will implement wireless
monitoring within a radius of 200m from the tower. iCAM-Tower is
equipped with everything you need to operate: batteries, solar panels,
30 days video recording, live transmission, alarm ...
[Price list no. 3 Observation towers - TOWER]

We are constantly expanding our
offer to present the most functional

CCTV solutions.
They are all inspired by the needs of

customers.
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4G/LTE transmitter for IP cameras 
with two PoE ports
GlobalCAM-4.5G 2PoE ensures wireless and direct live connection of
multiple IP cameras with NVR recorder via 4G / LTE internet
network. [Price list no. 1. Transmitters for CCTV cameras]

Construction and no helmet!!!
ALARM + PHOTO + RECORD + SMS
iConstrutionCAM BHP/OHS – rapid deployment camera for remote
surveillance of construction sites with automatic detection of the
lack of a protective helmet. [Price list no. 4 Construction cameras]

Battery suitcase with 4G / LTE micro camera and four PoE
ports. Professional video surveillance in a compact version
CaseCAM-PRO designed for Municipal Guards and Forest Guards.
Hidden or buried in the ground, it is effective in combating illegal
landfills and crime.
[Price list no. 2. LTE CaseCAM-PRO suitcases]

All-year-round solar power for CCTV
iCAM-Solar365 is designed for fixed and mobile CCTV video-
monitoring points without access to power.
[Price list no. 6. Solar power for CCTV]

ALWAYS
PROFESSIONAL  



A Main Group I PRO

B Group ECO

C Accessories

D Main Group II

Fast search: Ctrl+F iCAM Group iCAM

No. Index Model Description Discount Retail price

1.01 8001 CDS-6IP eco Wireless bridge unit for IP cameras B                  196,00 € 

1.02 8001b CDS-6IP eco Solar+ Wireless bridge unit for IP cameras – only 3.5W of power consumption B                  200,00 € 

1.03 8009 CDS-6IP 3PoE Wireless bridge unit for IP cameras – with 3 PoE ports A                  202,00 € 

1.05 8003 CDS-6IP/SMA Wireless bridge unit for IP cameras – with SMA for external antennas A                  225,00 € 

1.06 8004 CDS-EasyIP eco Wireless bridge unit for IP cameras set up without a computer – DIP B                  243,00 € 

1.07 8005 CDS-EasyIP PoE Wireless bridge unit for IP cameras set up without a computer – DIP, SMA A                  276,00 € 

1.08 8010 GlobalCAM-4.5G 2PoE (2021 NEWS) Outdoor transmitter with 4G/LTE and 2 PoE ports A                  283,00 € 

1.09 9059 ZS-PoE/24W PoE24V power supply C                    16,00 € 

1.10 9051b ZS-48/3 48V DC, 3A power supply C                    42,00 € 

1.11 9052 ZS-12/5 12V DC, 5A power supply C                    16,00 € 

1.12 9058 ZS-12/2 12V DC, 2A power supply C                    11,00 € 

1.13 9053 AP13-HV Omnidirectional antenna, 13dbi, 5GHz, MIMO C                  149,00 € 

1.14 9054 AK28-HV Directional antenna, 28dbi, 5GHz, MIMO C                  233,00 € 

1.15 9057 PoER-24h Hermetic power converter from PoE48V to PoE24V A                    59,00 € 

1.16 9055 MT-2D Universal plastic mounting for hermetic CAMSAT systems C                    12,00 € 

1.17 9056 MTS-1D Universal steel mounting for hermetic CAMSAT systems C                    13,00 € 

1.18 8007 CDS-Lift IP (set = 2 units) Wireless set for lifts A                  565,00 € 

1.19 7001 CAM-Analog2.0  (CVI, TVI, AHD) Wireless set for analog cameras up to 2Mpix A                  296,00 € 

1.20 7002 CAM-5816h Wireless set for transmission from the PAL cameras – 8 channels A                  287,00 € 

1.21 7003 TCO-5807h Wireless set for transmission from the PAL cameras – 7 channels A                  263,00 € 

1.22 7004 CD04 Wireless system for controlling PTZ cameras – 6km range, RS485, RS232 A                  266,00 € 

1.23 7005 WCT-02h Wireless NO / NC x2 relay link with a range of 3 km A                  326,00 € 

1.24 9010a X-CAM II Switch4L PoE+ [230V] Outdoor PoE+ switch, 4x PoE + 1x LAN, IP65, powered from 100—230V AC A                  166,00 € 

1.25 9010b X-CAM II Switch4L PoE+ [48V] Outdoor PoE+ switch, 4x PoE + 1x LAN, IP65, powered from 48V DC A                  181,00 € 

1.26 9010c X-CAM II Switch4L PoE+ [12V] Outdoor PoE+ switch, 4x PoE + 1x LAN, IP65, powered from 12V DC A                  289,00 € 

1.27
9012a

9012b
X-CAM II Switch4F PoE+ [230V] Outdoor PoE+ switch, 4x PoE + 1x fiber socket, IP65, powered from 100—230V AC A                  169,00 € 

1.28
9013a

9013b
X-CAM II Switch4F PoE+ [48V] Outdoor PoE+ switch, 4x PoE + 1x fiber socket, IP65, powered from 48V DC A                  184,00 € 

1.29
9014a

9014b
X-CAM II Switch4F PoE+ [12V] Outdoor PoE+ switch, 4x PoE + 1x fiber socket, IP65, powered from 12V DC A                  292,00 € 

1.30 9015 X-CAM II Swich8L PoE+ [230V] Outdoor PoE+ switch, 8x PoE + 1x LAN, IP65, powered from 100—230V AC A                  229,00 € 

1.31 9016 X-CAM II Switch8L PoE+ [48V] Outdoor PoE+ switch, 8x PoE + 1x LAN, IP65, powered from 48V DC A                  242,00 € 

2.01 1304 caseCAM-PRO Q4  (2021 NEWS) Battery suitcase with microcamera and 4G/LTE, 2x SIM, 4x PoE, GPS, SSD, NVR D2               3 327,00 € 

2.02 1303 caseCAM-PRO Q3  (2021 NEWS) Battery suitcase with microcamera and 4G/LTE, 2x SIM, 4x PoE, GPS, SD D2               2 660,00 € 

2.03 1302 caseCAM-PRO Q2  (2021 NEWS) Battery suitcase with microcamera and 4G/LTE, 1x SIM, 2x LAN, GPS, SD D2               1 997,00 € 

2.04 1301 caseCAM-PRO Q1  (2021 NEWS) Battery suitcase with microcamera, 1x LAN, SD D2               1 564,00 € 

2.05 1357 AKU54AZ Gel battery for suitcases – 54Ah / 12V C                  264,00 € 

2.06 1358 AKU100A Lightweight lithium battery for the suitcases – 100Ah/12V C                  930,00 € 

2.07 1359 AKU157A Lightweight lithium battery for the suitcases – 157Ah/12V C               1 280,00 € 

2.08 1360 PowerAKU-500A Charger for the lithium batteries C                  100,00 € 

2.09 1361 PowerAKU-500AZ Charger for the gel batteries C                    62,00 € 

2.10 1362 PowerCASE-100A  (2021 NEWS) Suitcase with lightweight, lithium 100Ah/12V battery D2               1 550,00 € 

2.11 1363 PowerCASE-157A  (2021 NEWS) Suitcase with lightweight, lithium 157Ah/12V battery D2               2 297,00 € 

2.12 1364 PowerCASE-314A  (2021 NEWS) Suitcase with lightweight, lithium 314Ah/12V battery D2               3 214,00 € 

2.13 1380 microCAM-4MT  (2021 NEWS) Microcamera IP, 26x51mm (tube), 4Mpix, 8m cable, 12V, PoE, 512G D2                  393,00 € 

2.14 1365 microCAM-3MT Microcamera IP, 26x51mm (tube), 3Mpix, 8m cable, 12V, PoE, 512G D2                  297,00 € 

2.15 1366 microCAM-3MPH Microcamera IP, 36x26x24mm (cube), 3Mpix, 8m cable, 12V, PoE, 512G D2                  297,00 € 

2.16 1367 LENS-25 Lens for microCAM-4MT and microCAM-3MT, 25mm focal length C                    60,00 € 

2.17 1368 LENS-45 Lens for microCAM-4MT and microCAM-3MT, 45mm focal length C                    90,00 € 

2.18 1369 LENS-70 Telephoto lens for microCAM-4MT and microCAM-3MT, 70mm focal length C                  100,00 € 

2.19 1370 iWirelessPIR-500M  (2021 NEWS) External PIR sensor, wireless 500m NLOS, preset, 12m/120°, steel construction, IP65 D2                  543,00 € 

2.20 1371 PowerIR-110M Infrared night vision illuminator, 940nm, 110m/50°, with 57Ah battery C                  577,00 € 

2.21 1372 IR-110M Infrared night vision illuminator, 940nm, 110m/50° C                  297,00 € 

2.22 1373 SD512G (GTU06) SD card for microCAM cameras C                  195,00 € 

2.23 1374 SD256G (GTU06) SD card for microCAM cameras C                  100,00 € 

2.24 1375 SD128G (GTU06) SD card for microCAM cameras C                    63,00 € 

2.25 1376 SSD512G (GTU06) SSD disk for the NVR C                  153,00 € 

2.26 1377 SSD1T (GTU06) SSD disk for the NVR C                  233,00 € 

2.27 - Camera-IP-RODO Mini camera with video enctryption -  on request 

2.28 1356 RODOrec Option to protect video recording C                       563 € 

2.29 1378 TrackGPS-Sensor GPS C                       197 € 

2.30 1379
12 months subscription for TrackGPS-

Sensor
GPS subscription C                       120 € 

2.31 1352 Blok No. 2a Extending the suitcase with Blok No. 2a: LTE, 4x PoE, GPS/GLONAS, 2x SIM C                       787 € 

2.32 1353 Blok No. 3
Extending the suitcase with Blok No. 3: alarm, SMS commands, notifications about alarm events and 

battery status
C                       397 € 

1. Transmitters for the CCTV cameras

2. LTE suitcases – caseCAM-PRO (2021 NEWS)

Shortened Price List – CAMSAT 2021 
price list valid since 02.04.2021
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2.33 1355 Blok No. 5 Extending the suitcase with Blok No. 5: NVR with SSD1T C                       730 € 

3.01 6005 iCAM-TOWER 5MQ4
Rapid deployment CCTV tower, 5m, LTE, 4Mpix, 4x AI cameras, 1x PTZ, NVR 60 days, alarm, 200Ah, PIR, 

megaphone, LED, 100—230AC, 12V DC
D3                  12 300 € 

3.02 6005b iCAM-TOWER 5MQ4 BACK iCAM-TOWER 5MQ4 – without cameras and NVR, adapted to the installation of own cameras and recorder D3                  10 867 € 

3.03 6004 iCAM-TOWER 5MQ3
Rapid deployment CCTV tower, 5m, LTE, 4x 4Mpix cameras, NVR 60 days, alarm, 200Ah, 100—230V AC, 

12V DC
D3                    9 967 € 

3.04 6004b iCAM-TOWER 5MQ3 BACK iCAM-TOWER 5MQ3 – without cameras and NVR, adapted to the installation of own cameras and recorder D3                    8 953 € 

3.05 6003 iCAM-TOWER 4MQ2
Rapid deployment CCTV tower, 4m, LTE, 3x 4Mpix cameras, 1x PTZ, SD 14 days, alarm, 100—230V AC, 

12V DC
D3                    8 800 € 

3.06 6002 iCAM-TOWER 5MQ1 Rapid deployment tower, without electronics, 5m D3                    5 997 € 

3.07 6001 iCAM-TOWER 4MQ1 Rapid deployment tower, without electronics, 4m D3                    5 213 € 

3.08 7714 iCAM-Solar365 Mobile T350W Rapid deployment solar power supply for towers, 350W D3                    1 087 € 

3.09 7715 iCAM-Solar365 Mobile T600W Rapid deployment solar power supply for towers, 600W D3                    1 660 € 

3.10 7718 iCAM-Solar365 Mobile T1000W Rapid deployment solar power supply for towers, 1000W D3                    2 283 € 

3.11 1125 AKU-S100AZ Battery for tower, 100Ah/12V C                       333 € 

3.12 1126 AKU-S200AZ Battery for tower, 200Ah/12V C                       533 € 

3.13 1370 iWirelessPIR-500M External PIR sensor, wireless 500m NLOS, preset, 12m/120°, steel construction, IP65 D2                       543 € 

3.14 1150 MEG-25 set Megaphone for automatic and live audio messages from the operator C                       630 € 

3.15 1151 LED-45W set Lightweight LED, x2 C                       313 € 

3.16 1132 G-LINE Q3
A special overhang cable connecting the top of the tower with the base, compatible with Q3, Q2, Q1 

towers.
C                       980 € 

3.17 1132 G-LINE Q3 A special overhang cable connecting the top of the tower with the base, compatible with Q4, Q1 towers. C                    1 207 € 

4.01 1060 iConstruction-CAM BACK Rapid deployment for any IP camera, LTE, live, battery, 100—230V AC, IP66 iCAM                    1 333 € 

4.02 1069 iConstruction-CAM BHP (2021 NEWS)
Rapid deployment camera for custruction sites, with hard hats detection, 4Mpix, SMS, LTE, live, 14 days of 

recordings, battery, 100—230V AC, IP66
iCAM                    3 327 € 

4.03 1061 iConstruction-CAM x25
Rapid deployment PTZ camera for construction sites, 200m / x25 zoom, 2Mpix, LTE, live, 14 days of 

recordings, battery, 100—230V AC, IP66
iCAM                    2 230 € 

4.04 1063 iConstruction-CAM DOME-2M
Rapid deployment camera for construction sites, fixed-position, 100°, 2Mpix, LTE, live, 14 days of 

recordings, battery, 100—230V AC, IP66
iCAM                    1 797 € 

4.05 1064 iConstructionCAM Triplex DOME-2M
Rapid deployment camera for construction sites, 3x fixedposition 100°, 2Mpix, LTE, live, 14 days of 

recordings, battery, 100—230V AC, IP66
iCAM                    2 463 € 

4.06 1065b iConstruction-CAM X25 Duplex DOME-2M
Rapid deployment camera for construction sites, 1x PTZ x25 + 2x fixed position 100°, 2Mpix, LTE, live, 14 

days of recordings, battery, 100—230V AC, IP66
iCAM                    2 930 € 

4.07 1067 iConstruction-CAM TRUCK II (2021 NEWS) Sturdy camera for heavy construction machines, 100°, LTE, live, 14 days of recordings, IP66 iCAM                    1 230 € 

4.08 1068 iConstruction-CAM TRUCK II ext Additional 100°, 2Mpix, IP66 camera for iConstruction-CAM TRUCK II iCAM                       597 € 

4.09 1127 MagneticMOUNT Magnetic foundation for fast mounting iConstruction-CAM TRUCK II system C                       153 € 

4.10 1066a iConstruction-CAM TimeLapse 4M TimeLapse 4Mpix camera, LTE, live, FTP, 128GB, battery, 100—230V AC iCAM                    1 827 € 

4.11 1066b iConstruction-CAM TimeLapse 8M (N21) TimeLapse 8Mpix camera, LTE, live, FTP, 128GB, battery, 100—230V AC iCAM                    2 260 € 

4.12 1066c iConstruction-CAM TimeLapse 12M (N21) TimeLapse 12Mpix camera, LTE, live, FTP, 128GB, battery, 100—230V AC iCAM                    2 887 € 

4.13 1100 iCAM-Adapter Mounting adapter for cameras of various brands -  on request 

4.14 1102 iMount-Triplex Mounting adapter for installation of 3 fixed-position cameras on iConstruction-CAM C                       187 € 

4.15 1103 iMount-Duplex Mounting adapter for installation of 2x fixed-position cameras and 1x PTZ camera on iConstruction-CAM C                       187 € 

4.16 1105 Lock Camera protection against unauthorized disassembly C                         19 € 

4.17 1108 Wi-Fi Wi-Fi for iConstruction-CAM cameras C                       127 € 

4.18 1115 iCAM-BOX Strong transport box for rapid deployment cameras C                       427 € 

4.19 1116 GE-Mobile II Socket Slide-in mechanical socket for fast mounting of rapid deployment cameras C                         97 € 

4.20 1117 iCAM-TVRec Internet HDMI receiver for 4 iConstruction-CAM cameras C                       327 € 

5.01 1070b iCAM-MobileHD II BACK MKII
PRO rapid deployment system for any IP camera, LTE, live, OSD, VPN, NVR, 30 days, battery for 12—16h, 

autocharging from the street lamps, 100—230V AC, IP66, input for solar power supply system
iCAM                    4 600 € 

5.02 1071b iCAM-MobileHD II X25 MKII 

PRO rapid deployment camera, 2Mpix, PTZ, x25 (200m zoom), LTE, live, OSD, VPN, NVR, 30 days, 

battery for 12—16h, autocharging from the street lamps, 100—230V AC, IP66, input for solar power 

supply system

iCAM                    5 267 € 

5.03 1073
iCAM-MobileHD II SPECIAL ANPR 

(2021 NEWS)

PRO rapid deployment camera, 4Mpix, for detecting the license plates, LPR, 4x zoom, live, OSD, VPN, 

NVR, 30 days, battery for 12—16h, autocharging from the street lamps, 100—230V AC, IP66, input for 

solar power supply system

iCAM                    5 880 € 

5.04 1090 iCAM-MiniHD II BACK
PRO rapid deployment system for any IP camera, LTE, live, OSD, VPN, battery for, 100—230V AC, IP66, 

input for solar power supply system
iCAM                    1 653 € 

5.05 1092 iCAM-MiniHD II X25
PRO rapid deployment camera, 2Mpix, PTZ, x25 (200m zoom), LTE, live, OSD, VPN, 14 days, battery for 

6h, 100—230V AC, IP66, input for solar power supply system
iCAM                    2 430 € 

5.06 1093b iCAM-Mini II X25 Duplex DOME-4M
PRO rapid deployment camera, 1x 2Mpix PTZ + 2x 4Mpix 100° fixed-position cameras, x25 (200m zoom), 

LTE, live, OSD, VPN, 14 days, battery for 6h, 100—230V AC, IP66, input for solar power supply system
iCAM                    3 327 € 

5.07 1094 iCAM-Mini II Triplex DOME-4M
PRO rapid deployment camera, 3x 4Mpix 100° fixed position cameras, x4 (50m zoom), LTE, live, OSD, 

VPN, 14 days, battery for 6h, 100—230V AC, IP66, input for solar power supply system
iCAM                    2 893 € 

5.08 1096
iCAM-Mini II SPECIAL ANPR 

(2021 NEWS)

PRO rapid deployment camera, 4Mpix, for detecting the license plates, LPR, x4 (50m zoom), LTE, live, 

OSD, VPN, 14 days, battery for 6h, 100—230V AC, IP66, input for solar power supply systems
iCAM                    3 327 € 

5.09 1097 iCAM-Mini II 4K (2021 NEWS)
PRO rapid deployment camera, 1x 8Mpix, fixed-position camera, 100°, x4 (50m zoom), LTE, live, OSD, 

VPN, 14 days, battery for 6h, 100—230V AC, IP66, input for solar power supply systems
iCAM                    2 560 € 

5.10 1123 iCAM-MiniHD I BACK
PRO rapid deployment system for any IP camera, mini, LTE, live, OSD, VPN, PoE48V, IP66; option: input 

for solar power supply systems
iCAM                    1 093 € 

3. CCTV towers – iCAM-TOWER  (2021 NEWS)

5. Rapid deployment PRO cameras – iCAM

4. Cameras for construction sites – iConstruction-CAM
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5.11 1124 iCAM-MiniHD I X4
PRO small rapid deployment camera, 4Mpix, PTZ, 4x (50m zoom), LTE, live, OSD, VPN, PoE48V, IP66; 

option: input for solar power supply systems
iCAM                    1 660 € 

5.12 1080 iCAM-PowerHD BACK
PRO rapid deployment system for any IP camera, 68Ah Li-Ion battery, LTE, live, OSD, VPN, battery for 

72h, 12V DC, IP66, input for solar power supply systems
iCAM                    4 933 € 

5.13 1081 iCAM-PowerHD x4 LTE
PRO rapid deployment camera with a capacious 68Ah Li-Ion battery, 4Mpix, PTZ, 4x (50m zoom), LTE, 

live, OSD, VPN, 14 days, battery for 72h, 12V DC, IP66, input for solar power supply systems
iCAM                    5 300 € 

5.14 1082 iCAM-PowerHD X30 IR150 LTE
PRO rapid deployment camera with a capacious 68Ah Li-Ion battery, 2Mpix, PTZ, x30 (250m zoom), LTE, 

live, OSD, VPN, 14 days, battery for 48h, 12V DC, IP66, input for solar power supply systems
iCAM                    5 633 € 

5.15 1370 iWirelessPIR-500M (2021 NEWS) External PIR sensor, wireless 500m NLOS, preset, 12m/120°, steel construction, IP65 D2                       543 € 

5.16 1150 MEG-25 set Megaphone for automatic and live audio messages from the operator C                       630 € 

5.17 1151 LED-45W set Lightweight LED, x2 C                       263 € 

5.18 1100 iCAM-Adapter Mounting adapter for cameras of various brands -  on request 

5.19 1101 RemoteControl Radio remote control for iCAM systems – ON / OFF 10m C                       227 € 

5.20 1102 iMount-Triplex Mounting adapter for installation of 3 fixed-position cameras on iCAM C                       187 € 

5.21 1103 iMount-Duplex Mounting adapter for installation of 2x fixed-position cameras and 1x PTZ camera on iCAM C                       187 € 

5.22 1104 GeoSecurity Camera GPS geolocation with notification about leaving marked zone C                       327 € 

5.23 1105 Lock Camera protection against unauthorized disassembly C                         19 € 

5.24 1106 StandBy StandBy mode activated by SMS, saving battery power -  on request 

5.25 1107 RALcolor iCAM camera in selected color -  on request 

5.26 1108 Wi-Fi Wi-Fi for iCAM cameras C                       137 € 

5.27 1109 Rec2T Special 2T memory for the iCAM-MobileHD II mobile camera C                       184 € 

5.31 1112 iCAM-Magnetic STAND Magnetic tripod for the iCAM camera on the car roof iCAM                    1 153 € 

5.32 1113 iCAM-Battery External module of additional battery power (Li-ION), 68Ah iCAM                    1 660 € 

5.33 1114 iCAM-Battery230 External module of additional battery power (Li-ION), 26Ah, charged from the street lamps iCAM                    1 993 € 

5.34 1129 iCAM-Cage Protective cage designed to protect CCTV cameras and mobile cameras iCAM                       297 € 

5.35 1115 iCAM-BOX Strong transport box for rapid deployment cameras C                       427 € 

5.36 1116 GE-Mobile II Socket Slide-in mechanical socket for fast mounting of rapid deployment cameras C                         97 € 

5.37 1117 iCAM-TVRec Internet HDMI receiver for 4 iCAM cameras iCAM                       327 € 

5.38 1118 PTZ-Keyboard Keyboard for PTZ controls -  on request 

5.39 1119 PTZ-Keyboard/Video Keyboard for PTZ controls, with live video view -  on request 

5.40 1120 iCAM-AKU22 A lightweight Li-Ion battery to power the iCAM-MobileHD II and iCAM-Battery230 systems C                       453 € 

5.41 1121 iCAM-AKU64 A lightweight Li-Ion battery to power the iCAM-PowerHD and iCAM-Battery systems C                       967 € 

6.01 7731 iCAM-Solar365 MOBILE M15W68J light
Complete solar power station for CCTV cameras – lightweight version for rapid deployment, 400W, 15W 

load during winter, 40W load during summer, 12V, 68h battery on the pole, 3 days
D6                    2 933 € 

6.02 7732 iCAM-Solar365 MOBILE M25W68J light
Complete solar power station for CCTV cameras – lightweight version for rapid deployment, 600W, 25W 

load during winter, 60W load during summer, 12V, 68h battery on the pole, 5 days
D6                    3 650 € 

6.03 7733 iCAM-Solar365 MOBILE M15W100AZ
Complete solar power station for CCTV cameras – standard version for rapid deployment, 400W, 15W load 

during winter, 40W load during summer, 12V, battery for 3 days
D6                    2 297 € 

6.04 7734 iCAM-Solar365 MOBILE M25W100AZ
Complete solar power station for CCTV cameras – standard version for rapid deployment, 600W, 25W load 

during winter, 60W load during summer, 12V, battery for 5 days
D6                    2 980 € 

6.05 7708 iCAM-Solar365 P50WT
All-year power supply system for CCTV cameras, with wind turbine, 1500W, 3x 350W panels, 50W load 

during winter, 120W load during summer, 12V, battery for 10 days
D6                    3 330 € 

6.06 7716 P50WT-PylonF Special reinforced pole with the mounting structure for iCAM-Solar365 P50WT D6                    1 800 € 

6.07 7707 iCAM-Solar365 P40W
All-year power supply system for CCTV cameras, 1000W, 3x 350W panels, 40W load during winter, 90W 

load during summer, 12V, battery for 10 days
D6                    2 327 € 

6.08 7715 P40W-PylonF Special reinforced pole with the mounting structure for iCAM-Solar365 P40W D6                    1 660 € 

6.09 7706 iCAM-Solar365 P25W
All-year power supply system for CCTV cameras, 680W, 2x 350W panels, 25W load during winter, 60W 

load during summer, 12V, battery for 7 days
D6                    1 883 € 

6.10 7742 SolarMOUNT-800W Mounting structure to install iCAM-Solar365 P25W on the pole D6                       597 € 

6.11 7705 iCAM-Solar365 P15W
All-year power supply system for CCTV cameras, 340W, 1x 350W panels, 15W load during winter, 35W 

load during summer, 12V, battery for 7 days
D6                    1 617 € 

6.12 7741 SolarMOUNT-400W Konstrukcja montażowa elektrowni iCAM-Solar365 P15W do boku słupa D6                       320 € 

6.13 7717 Pylon-6M Special reinforced pole with the mounting structure for iCAM-Solar365 P25W and P15W D6                       793 € 

6.14 7728 Foot-P50WT Prefabricated foundation for poles: P50WT-PylonF and P40W-PylonF; 240kg C                       497 € 

6.15 7729 Foot-6M Prefabricated foundation for Pylon-6M pole; 90kg C                       293 € 

GlobalCAM-LTE Replaced by GlobalCAM-4.5G 2PoE -  - 

CAM-TVI/AHD2.0 Replaced by CAM-Analog2.0 -                  666,00 € 

CAM8h-AHD Replaced by CAM-Analog2.0 A                  243,00 € 

CAM8h-Multi2/AHD A                  387,00 € 

TCO-07h Plus A                  220,00 € 

TCO-5807m A                  179,00 € 

CDS-5021h STR A                  730,00 € 

CDS-5021m STR for lifts A                  640,00 € 

AK19 C                    47,00 € 

AP05 C                    13,00 € 

Archival products and last items

6. Solar power supply for CCTV – iCAM-Solar365 (2021 NEWS)
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1.01 8001

CDS-6IP eco

TOP – Very popular 

product

Wireless bridge unit for IP cameras ("eco" version with better discounts 

from group B). 

Functionalities:

* 2 LAN ports without PoE

* Wireless transmission from any IP camera with a resolution of up to 16Mpix

* Range with the second same unit or with CDS-6IP 3PoE – 2km

* Range with CDS-6IP / SMA and AK28-HV directional antenna – 5km

* Real-time continuous BITRATE bandwidth up to 63M bitrate

* Compatible with the entire CDS-6IP family

Distance and bitrate transmission: [total bitrate – LOS distance]

63M bitrate – 100m, 

59M bitrate – 500m,

48M bitrate – 1000m,

33M bitrate – 1500m,

12M bitrate – 2000m

Description: A radio system in a hermetic casing for wireless transmission of all signals between IP cameras and the NVR 

or LAN network (priority: audio-video, PTZ and all other data from and to IP CCTV cameras); 2 LAN ports – enables direct 

connection of two IP cameras to each unit. Possibility to pair up to 8 transmitters to one receiver. Very easy to set up, a 

special iCAMSAT-OS configuration system with automatic testing of the correctness of the settings. Fast and easy to set up 

– setting only two parameters guarantees the launch of a full radio link. Requires optical visibility of antennas – LOS. 

Warranty extended to 36 months included in the price.

Parameters: 2 LAN ports, 300Mbps, 5.1-5.6-5.8GHz, 16 working channels, powered from 12-24V DC and PoE24V, built-in 

14dBi 60° antenna, power 27dBi 500mW, range 2km, IP55, supports IP cameras up to 16Mpix, powering the PoE camera 

directly from the transmitter ports - NO, the latest radio encoding WPA-2PSK, UTP <100m. Power consumption: 11W, 

weight: 420g, working temperature -20°C ÷ +55°C

The set includes: • CDS-6IP eco x1 • clamping grip for mounting on the pole x1 • PoE24V power supply x1

Selection: For a point-point bridge, you need 2 units (1x Tx and 1x Rx). For two bridges from the same direction, you need 

3 units (2x Tx and 1x Rx). For 3 bridges from different directions, you need 6 units (3x Tx and 3x Rx).

It can also be useful: Switch PoE, for example, X-CAM switch II PoE+ versions with 4xPoE, 8xPoE, or with fiber socket.

B              196 € 

1.02 8001b

CDS-6IP eco 

Solar+

Only 3.5W power 

consumption. 

Dedidated to solar 

points.

Wireless bridge unit for IP cameras ("eco" version with better discounts 

from group B and with smaller power consumption). 

Functionalities:

* 2 LAN ports without PoE

* Wireless transmission from any IP camera with a resolution of up to 16Mpix

* Range with the second same unit or with CDS-6IP 3PoE – 2km

* Range with CDS-6IP / SMA and AK28-HV directional antenna – 5km

* Real-time continuous BITRATE bandwidth up to 20M bitrate

* Compatible with the entire CDS-6IP family

Distance and bitrate transmission: [total bitrate – LOS distance]

20M bitrate – 1000m,

20M bitrate – 1500m,

12M bitrate – 2000m

Description: A radio system in a hermetic casing for wireless transmission of all signals between IP cameras and the NVR 

or LAN network (priority: audio-video, PTZ and all other data from and to IP CCTV cameras); 2 LAN ports – enables direct 

connection of two IP cameras to each unit. Possibility to pair up to 8 transmitters to one receiver. Very easy to set up, a 

special iCAMSAT-OS configuration system with automatic testing of the correctness of the settings. Fast and easy to set up 

– setting only two parameters guarantees the launch of a full radio link. Requires optical visibility of antennas – LOS. Very 

low power consumption – 3.5W.

Warranty extended to 36 months included in the price. 

Parameters: 2 LAN ports, 300Mbps, 5.1-5.6-5.8GHz, 16 working channels, powered from 12-24V DC and PoE24V, built-in 

14dBi 60° antenna, power 27dBi 500mW, range 2km, IP55, supports IP cameras up to 16Mpix, powering the PoE camera 

directly from the transmitter ports - NO, the latest radio encoding WPA-2PSK. ATTENTION: The maximum transmission 

speed is 20M bitrate

The set includes: • CDS-6IP eco Solar+ x1 • clamping grip for mounting on the pole x1 • PoE24V power supply x1

Dobór urządzeń: Do mostu typu punkt-punkt potrzebujesz 2 jednostki (1x Tx i 1x Rx). Do dwóch mostów z tego samego 

kierunku potrzebujesz 3 jednostki (2x Tx i 1x Rx). Do 3 mostów z różnych kierunków potrzebujesz 6 jednostek (3x Tx i 3x 

Rx)

Selection: For a point-point bridge, you need 2 units (1x Tx and 1x Rx). For two bridges from the same direction, you need 

3 units (2x Tx and 1x Rx). For 3 bridges from different directions, you need 6 units (3x Tx and 3x Rx).

It can also be useful: Switch PoE, for example, X-CAM switch II PoE+ versions with 4xPoE, 8xPoE, or with fiber socket. 

Mounting to the pole or wall – MT-2D and MTS-1D.

B              200 € 

1. Price list of wireless systems for CCTV cameras 

CAMSAT 04.2021
prices exclude tax

price list valid since 02.04.2021

tel. +48 52 387 3658, +48 52 387 5466 camsat@camsat.com

Professional wireless units for IP cameras – RADIO 5GHz and LTE / 4G

5GHz RADIO – Wireless transmission systems for connecting IP cameras with NVR recorders – CDS-6IP xx series 
5.2GHz, 5.6GHz, 5.8GHz operating bands – 2km range
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1.03 8009 CDS-6IP 3PoE

Wireless bridge unit for IP cameras with three PoE+ ports and the

possibility to use PoE Switch as a power supply.

Functionalities:

* 3 LAN ports with PoE+

* 30W/port, 90W total

* 48V, 12-24V DC, PoE

* Possibility to use PoE Switch directly as power supply

* ...other functionalities are the same as in CDS-6IP "eco"

Opis: Unit with parameters like CDS-6IP eco but with 3 PoE ports to power cameras directly from the radio unit. In 

addition, the radio unit can be

powered from any PoE switch in 802.3at/af standard or PoE power supply. Other parameters as in CDS-6IP "eco".

Warranty extended to 36 months included in the price.

Parameters: 3 PoE/LAN ports, 300Mbps, 5.1-5.6-5.8GHz, 16 working channels, powered from 12-24V DC, 48V DC, PoE, 

built-in 14dBi 60° antenna, power 27dBm 500mW, range 2km, IP65, supports IP cameras up to 16Mpix, powering the PoE 

camera directly from the transmitter ports - YES, PoE efficiency 30W/port – 90W total, standard PoE – 802.3at/af, powered 

from 12V-24V DC (without PoE in ports), PoE and 48V DC (with PoE), UTP <100m. Power consumption of the radio unit 

itself: 11W, weight: 420g, working temperature -20°C ÷ +55°C

The set includes: • CDS-6IP 3PoE unit x1 • clamping grip for mounting on the pole x1 • 48V/24W PoE power supply x1

Selection: For point-point bridge you need 2 units (1x Tx and 1x Rx). For two bridges from the same direction you need 3 

units (2x Tx and 1x Rx).

Can also be useful: ZS-48/3 – 48V DC 3A stabilized power supply; CDS-6IP eco as receiver. Mounting to the pole or wall – 

MT-2D and MTS-1D.

A              202 € 

1.04 8002 CDS-6IP Multi PoE

ARCHIVAL PRODUCT

Replaced with the new CDS-6IP 3PoE model

Replaced with the new CDS-6IP 3PoE model  –  INDEX 8009

             327 € 

1.05 8003 CDS-6IP/SMA

Wireless bridge unit for IP cameras with RP-SMA socket for external

antennas.

Functionalities:

* SMA socket for additional external antenna

* …other functionalities are the same as in CDS-6IP "eco"

Description: Unit with parameters like CDS-6IP eco but, in addition to the built-in internal antenna, it has an RP-SMA 

socket for an external antenna. It allows to increase the bandwidth, working range, and to use an omnidirectional antenna. 

Other parameters as in CDS-6IP eco.

Warranty extended to 36 months included in the price.

Parameters: 2 LAN ports, 300Mbps, 5.1-5.6-5.8GHz, 16 working channels, power supply: 12-24V DC and PoE24V, 14dbi 

60° antenna built-in, power: 27dBi 500mW, 2km range, IP55, works with IP cameras up to 16Mpix, powering the camera 

PoE directly from transmitter ports - NO, antenna socket 2x RP-SMA. UTP <100m. Power consumption: 11W, weight: 600g, 

working temperature -20°C ÷ +55°C

The set includes: • CDS-6IP SMA unit x1 • clamping grip for mounting on the pole x1 • PoE24V power supply x1

Can also be useful: Antennas AK-28HV, AP-13HV

A              225 € 

1.06 8004

CDS-EasyIP eco

TOP – Very popular 

product

Wireless bridge unit for IP cameras with DIPswitch based configuration 

process - without the computer ("eco" version with better discounts). 

Functionalities:

* 2 LAN ports without PoE

* Wireless transmission from any IP camera up to 16Mpix

* Working range with another, the same unit - 3km

* Fast and easy configuration using DIP switches

* Constant BITRATE real-time bandwidth up to 70M bitrate

Distance and bitrate transmission: [total bitrate – LOS distance]

70M bitrate – 100m,

68M bitrate – 500m,

60M bitrate – 1000m,

50M bitrate – 1500m,

40M bitrate – 2000m,

30M bitrate – 2500m,

12M bitrate – 3000m

Description: Radio system in hermetic housing for wireless transmission of all signals between IP cameras and NVR or LAN 

(transmission priorities: audio-video, PTZ and all other data from and to IP CCTV cameras); 2 LAN ports – allows direct 

connection of two IP cameras to each unit. It is possible to pair 4 transmitters to one receiver. Extremely easy to set up and 

run, it doesn't require a computer to enter the settings. The transmitter/receiver operating mode and operating channel are 

selected with DIP switches. Requires optical visibility of antennas – LOS.

Warranty extended to 36 months included in the price.

Parameters: 2 LAN ports, 300Mbps, 5.2 and 5.8Hz, 16 working channels, power supply in PoE 802.af and Passive PoE 48V 

standards, built-in 16dBi 30° antenna, power: 27dbi 500mW, 3km range, IP65, works with IP cameras up to 16Mpix, 

powering the camera PoE directly from transmitter ports - NO, new radio encoding WPA-2PSK. UTP <100m. Power 

consumption: 6W, weight: 610g, working temperature -20°C ÷ +70°C

The set includes: • CDS-EasyIP eco unit x1 • clamping grip for mounting on the pole x1 • PoE 48V/24W power supply x1

Selection: For point-point bridge you need 2 units (1x Tx and 1x Rx). For two bridges from the same direction you need 3 

units (2x Tx and 1x Rx). For 3 bridges from different directions you need 6 units (3x Tx and 3x Rx).

It can also be useful: Switch PoE, for example X-CAM switch II PoE+ versions with 4xPoE, 8xPoE, or with fiber socket.

B              243 € 

RADIO 5GHz – Wireless transmission systems from IP cameras – CDS-EasyIP xx series
Working bands: 5.2GHz, 5.8GHz – range 3km
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1.07 8005 CDS-EasyIP PoE

Wireless bridge unit for IP cameras with DIPswitches and one PoE port.

Functionalities:

* 2 LAN ports, including one port with PoE+

* 15W/port

* …other functions are the same as in CDS-EasyIP eco

Description: Unit with parameters like CDS-EasyIP eco but it has 1 port with PoE to power the camera directly from the 

radio unit. Additionally, the radio unit can be powered from any PoE switch in 802.3at/af standard or Passive PoE48V power 

supply. The power supply provided in the 24W set will also power the IP camera up to 15W. Other parameters are the same 

as in CDS-EasyIP eco.

Warranty extended to 36 months included in the price.

Parameters: 2 LAN ports, 300Mbps, 5.2 and 5.8Hz, 16 working channels, power supply in PoE 802.af and Passive PoE 48V 

standards, built-in 16dBi 30° antenna, power: 27dbi 500mW, 3km range, IP65, works with IP cameras up to 16Mpix, 

powering the camera PoE directly from transmitter ports - YES, new radio encoding WPA-2PSK, UTP <100m. Power 

consumption: 6W, weight: 640g, working temperature -20°C ÷ +70°C

The set includes: • CDS-EasyIP "PoE" unit x1 • clamping grip for mounting on the pole x1 • PoE 48V/24W power supply 

x1

Selection: For a point-point bridge, you need 2 units (1x Tx and 1x Rx). For two bridges from the same direction, you need 

3 units (2x Tx and 1x Rx). For 3 bridges from different directions, you need 6 units (3x Tx and 3x Rx).

It can also be useful: Switch PoE, for example, X-CAM switch II PoE+ versions with 4xPoE, 8xPoE, or with fiber socket.

A              276 € 

1.08 8010

GlobalCAM-4.5G 

2PoE

2021 NEWS

LTE with PoE ports

Industrial, outdoor 4G/LTE transmitter for IP cameras with two PoE+ 

ports

Smooth transmission:

* 4—5 IP cameras for remote NVR via Internet

* 2 PoE ports for powering up the IP cameras (30W/port)

* NLOS – it works without optical visibility and from inside buildings over very 

long distances

* Remote connection like through the cable – connects transparently IP 

cameras with any NVR / VMS recorder via the Internet, maintaining 100% 

camera functionality.

* Live view from CCTV on the smartphones and computers 

Parameters: 2 LAN ports with PoE+, very easy to configure and use, transmission speed max. 50/150Mbps, recommended 

LTE range of minimum "two bars", recommended stream from cameras up to 4-5M bitrate, powered from 12—24V DC, 48V 

DC, PoE48V, PoE24V, 1x standard micro SIM slot, works with any Internet SIM card in the EU – recommended SIM card with a 

fixed IP address, built-in LTE antenna, Wi-Fi, outdoor IP65, UTP <100m. Power consumption: 8W, weight: 260g, working 

temperature -40°C ÷ +80°C

The set includes: 4G transmitter, omnidirectional antennas, mounting bands to the mast, passive PoE24V power supply. 

Attention – does not include the 48V power supply necessary to power IP cameras via PoE ports.

It can also be useful: 48V DC 3A stabilized power supply

A              243 € 

8006
GlobalCAM-LTE 

2PoE

ARCHIVAL PRODUCT

Replaced with a new model with higher parameters:

GlobalCAM-4.5G 2PoE

The product has been replaced with a new model: GlobalCAM-4.5G 2PoE – INDEX 8010 A              630 € 

LTE/4G/3G – Wireless transmission systems for IP cameras over the 4G/LTE network
For wireless transmission from IP cameras to an NVR connected to the Internet.
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1.09 9059 ZS-PoE/24W

PoE passive 48V 24W power supply

Dedicated for:

* IP cameras

* devices powered in the PoE standard

* radio units from the CDS-EasyIP series

Parameters: PoE with 48V, 24W, 0.5A, RJ45 x2 (PoE and LAN), dimensions 150x82x55 [mm]

C                16 € 

1.10 9051b ZS-48/3

DC 48V 3A 120W power supply

Dedidated for:

* LTE system GlobalCAM-4.5G 2PoE

* radio bridge unit CDS-6IP 3PoE

Parameters: 48V DC, 120W, 3A, DC 2.1/5.5, dimensions 160x90x65 [mm]

C                42 € 

1.11 9052 ZS-12/5

DC 12V 5A power supply Parameters: 12V DC, 5A, DC 2.1/5.5, dimensions 91x53x31 [mm]

C                16 € 

1.12 9058 ZS-12/2

DC 12V 2A power supply Parameters: 12V DC, 2A, DC 2.1/5.5, dimensions 91x53x31 [mm]

C                11 € 

1.13 9053 AP13-HV

Omnidirectional antenna for IP/SMA radio units

Compatible with:

* CDS-6IP/SMA

Gain: Omnidirectional antenna MIMO 13dBi with double HV polarisation

Dedicated to: omnidirectional work; compatible with wireless units with SMA sockets

Working angle: H(360°H/7°V) V(7°H/360°V).

The set includes: • antenna • antenna cable D=1.5m x2 pieces
C              149 € 

1.14 9054 AK28-HV

Directional antenna for IP/SMA radio units

Compatible with:

* CDS-6IP/SMA

Gain: Directional, transparent antenna MIMO 28 dBi with double HV polarisation

Dedicated to: increasing the range and bandwidth in IP radio units with SMA sockets

Working angle: 7°H/7°V.

The set includes: • antenna • antenna cable D=1.5m x2 pieces
C              233 € 

1.15 9057 PoER-24h

PoER-24h hermetic converter of power from Switch PoE (PoE48V) 

standard to PoE24V standard

Parameters: 

• power input DC 35-48V (terminal block)

• 1 LAN and 48V output socket for IP camera in PoE IEEE802.3af standard.

• 1 LAN and 24V output socket for IP radio unit

• Option: power input RJ45 socket for Passive PoE 48V (Attention: port does not transfer LAN) 

The set includes: • Adjustable handle x1 • U-bolt mounting x1

A                59 € 

1.16 9055
MT-2D

(2D mounting)

Universal plastic handle for all hermetic systems produced by CAMSAT Parameters: Mounting on the pole or on the wall, angle adjustment: +30° upwards; -30° downwards; 60° to left; 60° to 

right.

The set includes: • Adjustable handle x1 • U-bolt mounting x1

C                12 € 

1.17 9056

MTS-1D

(steel u-shaped 

mounting)

Steel wall handle for all hermetic systems produced by CAMSAT Parameters: Mounting on the wall, angle adjustment: 90° to left and 90° to right.

The set includes: Wall mounting x1 C                13 € 

1.18 8007
CDS-LiftIP

(set = 2 units)

Wireless set for lifts

It wirelessly connects IP cameras installed in elevators to the receiving point in 

the engine room or at the bottom of the shaft.

Wireless set for one lift contains transmitter and receiver for IP cameras.

A special, digital system resistant to disturbances inside the elevator shaft. Transmission of up to 4 IP cameras, 16Mpix each. 

Two LAN ports, including one with PoE for powering the IP camera. Compatible with any IP camera.

Parameters:  1x LAN port and 1x PoE port, 250m range, length of UTP network cables <100m, powered from PoE48V. Power 

consumption: 6W, weight: 660g, working temperature -20°C ÷ +70°C.

The set includes: • Radio unit x2 • Plug-in power supply 230V AC / PoE 48V x2 • U-bolt mounting x2 • MTS-1D mounting x2

A              565 € 

Wireless sets for lifts

Power supplies

Antennas for IP radio units

Accessories
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1.19 7001
CAM-Analog2.0

(CVI, TVI, AHD)

Wireless set for analog cameras with resolution up to 2Mpix

Functionalities: 

* Wireless transmission from analog cameras up to 2Mpix:

- CVI (for example Dahua, BSC...)

- TVI (for example Hikvision...)

- AHD (for example Novus...)

* 500m LOS range

* transmits one image through one working channel

* possibility to choose one from two working channels that comply with EU

regulations

  

Description: The set transmits an analog video signal from CVI, TVI and AHD cameras, with resolution up to 2Mpix. Both 

transmitter and receiver have BNC video ports. Attention: this set does not transmit a signal to control the camera or PTZ.

Parameters: Resolution up to 2Mpix, CVI, TVI, AHD, range in the interference-free environment: 500m LOS, 5.8GHz, 2 

working channels (CE frequencies), 1x BNC, 12V DC (Tx-800mA, Rx-500mA), DIP switches to choose working channel, IP65, 

directional antennas built-in. Power consumption: Tx – 10W, Rx – 6W weight: Rx – 580g, Tx – 470g, working temperature -

20°C ÷ +55°C

The set includes: Radio transmitter, radio receiver, pole mounting. Attention: the set does not include a power supply.

It can also be useful: ZS12V/2A power supply, CD04 for PTZ controls.

Replaces: CAM-Analog2.0 replaces previous systems for analog cameras, i.e. series: CAM8-AHD, CAM-TVI/AHD2.0, QARA CVI 

- their mass production has

ended.

A              296 € 

1.20 7002

CAM-5816h

Hermetic wireless set for image transmission from PAL/CVBS analog

cameras – 8 working channels

Functionalities: 

Wireless transmission from PAL analog cameras

* 8 working channels

* 5.8GHz

* 2km range

Parameters: PAL resolution, range in an undisturbed environment 2000m LOS, 5.8GHz, 8 working channels, 1x BNC, 12V 

DC (Tx-500mA, Rx-500mA), channel selection via DIP and IP65 selectors, built-in directional antennas. Power consumption: 

6W, weight: Rx – 590g, Tx – 470g, working temperature -20°C ÷ +50°C 

The set includes: transmitter and receiver with integrated directional antennas, pole mountings. Attention: does not 

include power supply

A              287 € 

1.21 7003

TCO-5807h

Hermetic wireless set for image transmission from PAL/CVBS analog

cameras - 7 working channels

Funkcjonalities: 

* Wireless transmission from PAL analog cameras

* 7 working channels

* 5.8GHz

* 1.5km range

Parameters: PAL resolution, range in an undisturbed environment 1500m LOS, 5.8GHz, 7 working channels, 1x BNC, 12V 

DC (Tx – 500mA, Rx – 500mA), channel selection via DIP and IP65 selectors, built-in directional antennas. Power 

consumption: 6W, weight: Rx – 590g, Tx – 440g, working temperature -20°C ÷ +55°C

The set includes: transmitter and receiver with integrated directional antennas, pole mountings. Attention: does not 

include power supply
A              263 € 

1.22 7004

CD04

Wireless control system for PTZ cameras over 6 km. Designed for PAL, 

CVBS, AHD, CVI and TVI cameras with RS-485.

Description: Wireless control system for rotary PTZ cameras, with over 6km range. Compatible with analog PAL, CVBS, 

AHD, CVI, TVI cameras with RS-485 interface. Sends bidirectional RS485, RS232 and TTL 5V signals between PTZ cameras 

and the recoder / PTZ keyboard.

Parameters: 869Mhz, 200/500mW, 6km range, choosing channels and configuration with DIP switches, 12V DC (800mA), 

IP66, omnidirectional antenna. Power consumption: 5W, weight: 540g, working temperature -20°C ÷ +50°C

The set includes: Module CD04, rod antenna, pole mounting. Attention: does not include power supply

A              266 € 

1.23 7005

WCT-02h

Wireless NO/NC link x2 with 3km range 

Functionalities: 

* Transfer of two independent states - open/closed

* Will transfer statuses of limit stops, alarm ports, watchdogs…

* Immediate execution of commands

* Confirmation of executing the command on the other side

* Controlling the transmitters from the recorder or from the PTZ keyboard

through RS485 and PELCO protocol

Description: Wireless radio modem with two control ports and two transfer ports. It can confirm, by LED indication and 

transmitter, execution of the command by the executive side. Universal bidirectional unit.

Parameters: 2 input ports, 2 output ports, modes: bistable and astable, confirmation of command execution, free 869Mhz 

band, 200mW, 3km range, LOS, NLOS, PELCO, choosing channels and configuration with DIP switches, 12V DC (1000mA), 

IP65, omnidirectional antenna. Power consumption: 6W, weight: 590g, working temperature -20°C ÷ +55°C

The set includes: WCT-02h unit x 1, rod antenna, pole mounting. Attention: does not include power supply

The set includes: Remote pump management, control of alarm panels over long distances, transmitting states from the 

sensors and limit switches...

A              326 € 

                Long distance wireless relays

                      PTZ control of analog cameras through the RS485 interface

For analog cameras with a resolution of up to 2Mpix in the CVI, TVI and AHD standard

For low resolution PAL and CVBS analog cameras
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1.24 9010a

X-CAM II Switch4L 

PoE+ [230V]

TOP – Very popular 

product

Outdoor switch with four PoE+ ports (30W/port) - 230V AC

Functionalities:

* 4x PoE, 1x LAN

* 802.3at/af 30W/port

* Total efficiency 120W

* Built-in 100–230V power supply

* Outdoor IP65

Description: Switch PoE+ for IP cameras, designed for outdoor use, weather-resistant. Built-in 230V power supply allows 

powering the device directly from 230V AC.

Parameters: 4x LAN/PoE+, 1x LAN uplink, 802.3u, 802.3at, 802.3af, maximal PoE efficiency: 30W/port and 120W for all 

ports; IP65, mounting with steel bands to pole or wall, power supply: 100V-230V AC. Power consumption: 9W, weight: 

1.3kg, working temperature -20°C ÷ +55°C.

The set includes: • Switch X-CAM x1 • Steel bands x2 
A              166 € 

1.25 9010b
X-CAM II Switch4L 

PoE+ [48V]

Outdoor switch with four PoE+ ports (30W/port) - 48V DC

Functionalities:

* 4x PoE, 1x LAN

* 802.3at/af 30W/port

* Total efficiency 120W

* Powered from 48V DC

* Outdoor IP65

Description: Switch PoE+ for IP cameras, designed for outdoor use, weather-resistant. Powered from 48V DC.

Parameters: 4x LAN/PoE+, 1x LAN uplink, 802.3u, 802.3at, 802.3af, maximal PoE efficiency: 30W/port and 120W for all 

ports; IP65, mounting with steel bands to pole or wall, power supply: 48V DC. Power consumption: 9W, weight: 1.3kg, 

working temperature -20°C ÷ +55°C.

The set includes: • Switch X-CAM x1 • Steel bands x2 • Attention - the power supply is not included. 

It can also be useful: ZS-48/3 power supply

A              181 € 

1.26 9010c
X-CAM II Switch4L 

PoE+ [12V]

Outdoor switch with four PoE+ ports (30W/port) - 12V DC

Functionalities:

* 4x PoE, 1x LAN

* 802.3at/af 30W/port

* Total efficiency 60W

* Powered from 12V DC

* Outdoor IP65

Description: Switch PoE+ for IP cameras, designed for outdoor use, weather-resistant. Powered from 12V DC.

Parameters: 4x LAN/PoE+, 1x LAN uplink, 802.3u, 802.3at, 802.3af, maximal PoE efficiency: 30W/port and 60W for all 

ports; IP65, mounting with steel bands to pole or wall, power supply: 12V DC. Power consumption: 9W, weight: 1.3kg, 

working temperature -20°C ÷ +55°C.

The set includes: • Switch X-CAM x1 • Steel bands x2 • Attention - the power supply is not included.

It can also be useful: ZS-12/5 power supply

A              289 € 

1.27
9012a

9012b

X-CAM II Switch4F 

PoE+ [230V]

TOP – Very popular 

product

Outdoor switch with four PoE+ ports (30W/port) - 230V AC

Functionalities:

* 4xPoE and 1x optical fiber port

* 802.3at/af 30W/port

* Efficiency 120W for all ports

* Built-in 100–230V power supply

* IP65

Description: Switch PoE+ for IP cameras, designed for outdoor use, weather-resistant. Built-in 230V power supply allows 

powering the device directly from 230V AC.

Parameters: 4x LAN/PoE+, 1x FIBER SC port, 802.3at, 802.3af, maximal PoE efficiency: 30W/port and 120W for all ports; 

IP65, mounting with steel bands to pole or wall, power supply: 100V-230V AC. Power consumption: 9W, weight: 1.3kg, 

working temperature -20°C ÷ +55°C.

The set includes: • Switch X-CAM x1 • Steel bands x2 

Optical fiber version:

Index 9012a - fiber SC TX1550, RX1310

Index 9012b - fiber SC TX1310, RX1550

A              169 € 

PoE switches for CCTV cameras 
Resistant to external weather conditions IP65 

4x PoE + 1x LAN

4x PoE + 1x fiber SC



A
Main group 

PRO

B Eco group

C Accessories
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Retail price

1. Price list of wireless systems for CCTV cameras 

CAMSAT 04.2021
prices exclude tax

price list valid since 02.04.2021

tel. +48 52 387 3658, +48 52 387 5466 camsat@camsat.com

1.28
9013a

9013b

X-CAM II Switch4F 

PoE+ [48V]

Outdoor switch with four PoE+ ports (30W/port) - 48V DC

Functionalities:

* 4xPoE and 1x optical fiber port

* 802.3at/af 30W/port

* Efficiency 120W for all ports

* Powered from 48V DC

* IP65

Description: Switch PoE+ for IP cameras, designed for outdoor use, weather-resistant. Powered from 48V DC.

Parameters: 4x LAN/PoE+, 1x FIBER SC port, 802.3at, 802.3af, maximal PoE efficiency: 30W/port and 120W for all ports; 

IP65, mounting with steel bands to pole or wall, power supply: 48V DC. Power consumption: 9W, weight: 1.3kg, working 

temperature -20°C ÷ +55°C.

The set includes: • Switch X-CAM x1 • Steel bands x2 • Attention - the power supply is not included.

It can also be useful: ZS-48V/3 power supply

Optical fiber version:

Index 9013a - fiber SC TX1550, RX1310

Index 9013b - fiber SC TX1310, RX1550

A              184 € 

1.29
9014a

9014b

X-CAM II Switch4F 

PoE+ [12V]

Outdoor switch with four PoE+ ports (30W/port) - 12V DC

Functionalities:

* 4xPoE and 1x optical fiber port

* 802.3at/af 30W/port

* Efficiency 60W for all ports

* Powered from 12V DC

* IP65

Description: Switch PoE+ for IP cameras, designed for outdoor use, weather-resistant. Powered from 12V DC.

Parameters: 4x LAN/PoE+, 1x FIBER SC port, 802.3at, 802.3af, maximal PoE efficiency: 30W/port and 60W for all ports; 

IP65, mounting with steel bands to pole or wall, power supply: 12V DC. Power consumption: 9W, weight: 1.3kg, working 

temperature -20°C ÷ +55°C.

The set includes: • Switch X-CAM x1 • Steel bands x2 • Attention - the power supply is not included.

It can also be useful: ZS-12/5 power supply

Optical fiber version:

Index 9014a - fiber SC TX1550, RX1310

Index 9014b - fiber SC TX1310, RX1550

A              292 € 

1.30 9015

X-CAM II Switch8L 

PoE+ [230V]

TOP – Very popular 

product

Outdoor switch with eight PoE+ ports (30W/port) - 230V AC

Functionalities:

* 8xPoE 1xLAN

* 802.3at/af 30W/port

* Efficiency 120W for all ports

* Built-in 100–230V power supply

* IP65

Description: Switch PoE+ for IP cameras, designed for outdoor use, weather-resistant. Built-in 230V power supply allows 

powering the device directly from 230V AC.

Parameters: 8x LAN/PoE+, 1x LAN uplink, 802.3u, 802.3at, 802.3af, maximal PoE efficiency: 30W/port and 120W for all 

ports; IP65, mounting with steel bands to pole or wall, power supply: 100V-230V AC. Power consumption: 9W, weight: 

1.3kg, working temperature -20°C ÷ +55°C.

The set includes: • Switch X-CAM x1 • Steel bands x2 
A              229 € 

1.31 9016
X-CAM II Switch8L 

PoE+ [48V]

Outdoor switch with eight PoE+ ports (30W/port) - 48V DC

Functionalities:

* 8xPoE 1xLAN

* 802.3at/af 30W/port

* Efficiency 120W for all ports

* Powered from 48V DC

* IP65

Description: Switch PoE+ for IP cameras, designed for outdoor use, weather-resistant. Powered from 48V DC.

Parameters: 8x LAN/PoE+, 1x LAN uplink, 802.3u, 802.3at, 802.3af, maximal PoE efficiency: 30W/port and 120W for all; 

IP65, mounting with steel bands to pole or wall, power supply: 48V DC. Power consumption: 9W, weight: 1.3kg, working 

temperature -20°C ÷ +55°C.

The set includes: • Switch X-CAM x1 • Steel bands x2 • Attention - the power supply is not included.

It can also be useful: ZS-48V/3 power supply

A              242 € 

8xPoE + 1x LAN



D2  (caseCAM-PRO): 0%

C (accessories): 0%

caseCAM-PRO Q4 caseCAM-PRO Q3 caseCAM-PRO Q2 caseCAM-PRO Q1
Prestige Top Standard Eco

D2 D2 D2 D2
3 327 € 2 660 € 1 997 € 1 564 €
3 327 € 2 660 € 1 997 € 1 564 €

Blok No. 1, 2a, 3, 4, 5 Blok No. 1, 2a, 3, 4 Blok No. 1, 2b, 3, 4 Blok No. 1, 3, 4
1304 1303 1302 1301
2.01 2.02 2.03 2.04

[ option ] [ option ] [ option ] [ option ]

YES - - -

YES - - -

Video encryption - RODO
Storage for 120 days of videos for 4 IP cameras

recording on an SSD for 120 days at a resolution of 4K, 3840x2160pix, up to 4 IP cameras simultaneously.

SSD 1TB Disk for recording from 4 cameras

2. Pricelist of CCTV suitcases 2020/2021

caseCAM-PRO

CAMSAT 04.2021
prices exclude tax

price list valid since 02.04.2021

tel. +48 52 387 3658, +48 52 387 1097 , +48 52 387 5466

YES  (time, date, custom text)

caseCAM-PRO
Suitcase with a mini camera for videomonitoring through GSM LTE,

with battery for 16-30 days of continuous work

3Mpix (2048x1536) 20kfps, 2Mpix FullHD (1920x1080p) 25-30fps

2.8 mm wide-angle (other lenses are available as OPTION)

30m standard, opcja do 200m (zależy od zastosowanego obiektywu - OPCJA) 

microCAM-3MT: 26x51mm (tube) or microCAM-3MPH: 36x26x24mm (cube) 

the set includes SD 128GB = 14 days  (OPTION: SD 512GB = 56 days)

the newest H.265 i H.265+

YES

Legend: "[ ]" - Option available; "-" Option not available

Discount group
Retail price (without battery)
Price after discount (without battery)
Blocks included:

YES

YES

YES

Symbol
Series

Infrared recording

AUDIO listening on the case surrounding (it is enough to call the case phone nr)

128GB SD card in the camera

Index
No.

Video and storage parameters

Resolution of mini camera microCAM-3M

Lens

Observation range and readability of license plates

Camera sensor dimensions on 8m cable

Storage on the camera

Video compression

ROI x3 – very high quality of the most important part of the view
(e.g.where there is no need to observe the entire image, e.g. the sky, horizon, tree crowns, etc.)

OSD captions on the video



YES (Client)

Wi-Fi/LAN

LTE/Wi-Fi/LAN/from SD and SSD LTE/Wi-Fi/LAN/from SD Wi-Fi/LAN/from SD Wi-Fi/LAN/from SD

- -

-

-

-

- -

-

7/4/2 days - - -

4 4 - -

- - 2 1

3 3 3 3

2 2 2 2

[ option ] [ option ] [ option ] [ option ]

4 4 2 -

4 4 2 -

4 4 2 1

3.8kg 3.6kg 3.6kg 3.4kg

Blocks No. 1, 2a, 3, 4, 5
Suitcase with 3Mpix camera, LTE, GSM 

SMS, GPS, NVR, SD 128GB card, 4x PoE, 

antennas and additional antennas with 

1.5m cables.

Blocks No. 1, 2a, 3, 4
Suitcase with 3Mpix camera, LTE, GSM 

SMS, GPS, SD 128GB card, 4x PoE, antennas 

and additional antennas with 1.5m cables.

Blocks No. 1, 2b, 3, 4
Suitcase with 3Mpix camera, LTE, GSM 

SMS, GPS, SD 128GB card, antennas and 

additional antennas with 1.5m cables.

Blocks No. 1, 3, 4
Suitcase with 3Mpix camera, GSM SMS, SD 

128GB card, antennas and additional 

antennas with 1.5m cables.The set includes:

Working temperature

External dimensions

Weight

Transmission - control inputs

Battery inputs with voltage measurement

Parameters

Tightness class

Menu language of all suitcase blocks  Polish and English

IP66

 -25℃ ~ +55℃ , <H85%

360x320x210 [mm]

LAN ports (without PoE)

12V DC outputs (for accessories)
Inputs for wired PIR sensors 

(launching the entire system / LTE transmission)

Wireless PIR sensors (up to 255 sensors)

I/O control inputs 

SMS notification about current status of systems

(the entire system, alarms, tampers, input activation, PIR sensors, settings, current passwords, phone numbers, etc.)

Alarm (SMS notifications about movement, opening, changed position of the suitcase)

GPS/GLONAS (notification of leaving the 50m zone and changing the location, tracking on the map, live location coordinates via LTE)

Working time with 157Ah/100Ah/54Ah batteries

LAN PoE ports

30/20/9 days

20/15/7 days

14/9/4 days

Working time with active blocks No. 1, 3, 4 (GSM SMS, camera)

Working time with active blocks No. 1, 2, 3, 4 (LTE, GSM SMS, camera)

Working time with active blocks No. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

(NVR, SSD, LTE, GSM SMS, camera)

Interfaces

YES

Working time with active blocks No. 1, 4 (camera)

Remote live view

Downloading of recordings

Applications for smartphones and computers
Double SIM LTE

automatic switching to LTE GSM operator with better coverage
SMS notifications about battery status

(20%, 10%, <5% of battery, switching to next battery)

Transmission and communication

Wi-Fi

iOS, Android, Windows, MAC, Linux - for 3 users at once

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES (AP and Client)

LTE/Wi-Fi/LAN



Symbol Description No. / Index Discount Group Retail net price Price after discount

AKU54AZ 54Ah gel batteries 2.05 / 1357 C 264 € 264 €

AKU100A 100Ah Li-Ion battery 2.06 / 1358 C 930 € 930 €

AKU157A 157Ah Li-Ion battery 2.07 / 1359 C 1 280 € 1 280 €

PowerAKU-500A
Recharger for Li-Ion 12V batteries 

(compatible with any Li-Ion 12V battery)
2.08/ 1360 C 100 € 100 €

PowerAKU-500AZ
Recharger for gel 12V batteries   

(compatible with any gel 12V battery)
2.09 / 1361 C 62 € 62 €

PowerCASE-100A

Suitcase with 100Ah 12V battery

connected with caseCAM via special hermetic cable, extends working time of the caseCAM or fast 

deployment iCAM-Mobile cameras

2.10 / 1362 D2 1 550 € 1 550 €

PowerCASE-157A Suitcase with 157Ah 12V battery - parameters as above 2.11 / 1363 D2 2 297 € 2 297 €

PowerCASE-314A A case with two batteries with a total capacity of 314Ah 12V - parameters as above 2.12 / 1364 D2 3 214 € 3 214 €

microCAM-4MT Camera microCAM-4MT: 26x51 [mm] (tube) 4Mpix, 8m cable, 12V, PoE, 512G, audio I/O 2.13 / 1380 D2 393 € 393 €

microCAM-3MT Camera microCAM-3MT: 26x51 [mm] (tube) 3Mpix, 8m cable, 12V, PoE, 512G, audio I/O 2.14 / 1365 D2 297 € 297 €

microCAM-3MPH Camera microCAM-3MPH: 36x26x24 [mm] (cube) 3Mpix, 8m cable, 12V, PoE, 512G, audio I/O 2.15 / 1366 D2 297 € 297 €

LENS-25 25mm lens 2.16 / 1367 C 60 € 60 €

LENS-45 45mm lens with protective IP66 housing for microCAM cameras 2.17 / 1368 C 90 € 90 €

LENS-70 70mm lens with protective IP66 housing for microCAM cameras 2.18 / 1369 C 100 € 100 €

iWirelessPIR-500M

Wireless PIR motion detector with 500m NLOS range, 

detection 12m/120°, 3,6V power supply for 6 months, outdoor, IP65, steel construction, hit-resistant, 

secured with a padlock, tamper notification of disassembly / opening. The set includes radio receiver with 

NO output.

2.19 / 1370 D2 543 € 543 €

PowerIR-110M
Infrared night vision illuminator, invisible 940nm, with independent power supply 57Ah. 110m/50° IR range, 

with battery suitcase 57Ah/12V DC included in the set. Outdoor IP66.
2.20 / 1371 C 577 € 577 €

IR-110M
Infrared night vision illuminator, invisible 940nm, without battery, powered from 12V DC. 110m/50° IR 

range. Outdoor IP66.
2.21 / 1372 C 297 € 297 €

SD512G (GTU06) SD 512GB memory card for microCAM-3M and microCAM-4M cameras 2.22 / 1373 C 195 € 195 €

SD256G (GTU06) SD 256GB memory card for microCAM-3M and microCAM-4M cameras 2.23 / 1374 C 100 € 100 €

SD128G (GTU 06) SD 128GB memory card for microCAM-3M and microCAM-4M cameras 2.24 / 1375 C 63 € 63 €

SSD512G (GTU06) 512GB SSD drive, for recorder in caseCAM 2.25 / 1376 C 153 € 153 €

SSD1T (GTU06) 1TB SSD drive, for recorder in caseCAM 2.26 / 1377 C 233 € 233 €

EXTENSIONS AND OPTIONS

Batteries

Battery suitcases (12V DC PowerBanks, IP66)

Cameras

Motion detectors

Storage



Camera-IP-RODO Fixed-position or rotary IP camera with encryption on SD card 2.27 / - - on request on request

RODOrec RODO option to protect video recording in the mini camera, data encryption on a special SD card 2.28 / 1356 C 563 € 563 €

TrackGPS-Sensor GPS Locator - independent GPS locator with GSM tracking, battery, SIM slot. 2.29 / 1378 C 197 € 197 €

TrackGPS-www 12-month subscription for the Track GPS-Sensor 2.30 / 1379 C 120 € 120 €

Blok No. 2a
Extension with Block No. 2a containing, among others LTE transmission, 4x PoE, GPS / GLONAS, double SIM 

slot
2.31 / 1352 C 787 € 787 €

Blok No. 3
Extension by Block No.3 containing, among others alarm, SMS control, alarm notifications, battery status 

notifications etc.
2.32 / 1353 C 397 € 397 €

Blok No. 5 Extension with Block No. 5 - registration for 4 IP cameras on SSD + SSD1TB disk 2.33 / 1355 C 730 € 730 €

Other

Upgrades to a higher model
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D3 iCAM-Tower
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3. Price list of the rapid deployment CCTV TOWERS 

iCAM-TOWER

CAMSAT 04.2021
prices exclude VAT tax

price list valid since 02.04.2021

3.01

Rapid deployment CCTV towers for remote videomonitoring

Designed to quick creation of CCTV and security point in facilities without access to power source.

iCAM-TOWER 5MQ4

2021 NEWS

FOR CONSTRUCTION COMPANIES:

* Safety at the construction site

* Temporary protection of works

* Security of tool service facilitiy

* Protection of warehouses and construction vehicles in remote locations

* Prevention of cable and metal theft

* Project management

* OSH supervision

FOR CITY GUARDS:

* Security of important public events

* Temporary video monitoring

FOR PHOTOVOLTAIC FARMS:

* Object protection

* Supervision of works and materials

FOR ROAD AND RAIL TRANSPORT,

PUBLIC EVENTS, LOGISTICS AND TRANSHIPMENT

MOST IMPORTANT FUNCTIONS (on the example of the top model):

* Mobility – very lightweight, easy to carry construction

* Retractable 4m or 5m pole with the cameras

* 200m zoom – license plate visible on the whole screen from a distance of 200m

* 4Mpix cameras with automatic human detection, with an efficiency of up to 97% (do not react to false alarms, animals, vehicles and accidental movement)

* Live via 4G/LTE – smooth, wireless transmission from the all cameras

* Local and remote video recording for 14—90 days

* SMS alarm – safe, steel structure secured by a number of sensors with SMS notification

* Modular construction for easy transport with a small delivery van (separate battery compartment, mast, mast covers)

* Detection of movement, sabotage and GPS location

* Megaphone with automatic warning messages and online transmission from the operator

* LED lightning – automatically activated in the event of alarm / tamper

* Power source: 

  * Batteries for 7—14 days of continuous work (space for the batteries: 2x 200Ah/12V)

  * All-year solar power supply, up to 1000W

  * From the 100—230V AC (e.g. from extension cord, from the aggregate) or from 12V DC (e.g. from car, from batteries)

* Very fast application – user will receive a photo of the detected event via the application and can view this video with one button

* Notifications to monitoring stations using the SIA-IP standard.

  

RAPID DEPLOYMENT CCTV TOWERS

6005 D3 12 300 €

Technical parameters: 

5m extended pole height, stable structure with safety lashings, vertical maximum load of the mast on the top 100 kg, steel covers 

protecting the most important mechanisms, additional advertising space. When the 230V power supply is present, the battery is 

automatically charged.  

Parameters of a PTZ dome camera: 2Mpix 1080p, Day/Night, sensitivity: 0.005 Lux/F1.6 (color), 0.0005 Lux/F1.6 (B/W), optical zoom 

x25, 100m night lightning IR, h.265+, lens: 4.8~120 mm, AWB, AGC, ATW, BLC, HLC, EIS, 2D/3D DNR, WDR 120dB, ROI, Defog, 

intelligent image analysis functions (IVS): Auto Tracking, virtual line crossing, intrusion and intruder detection, face detection and 

appearance / disappearance of an object.

Parameters of the fixed-position cameras: 4x 4Mpix 2560x1440p, observation angle 4x90°, Day/Night, sensitivity:  0.003 Lux (kolor), 

0 Lux (B/W IR), 40m night lightning IR, h.265+, AWB, AGC, BLC, 3D DNR, WDR 120dB, ROI, motion detection, virtual line crossing, 

entering the marked area, object disappearance, human and vehicle detection, intelligent detection of people and vehicles with a false alarm 

filter with 97% efficiency (AcuSense or WizSense).

OSD: Displaying information in the video image about: alarm event, battery condition and voltage, charging, sabotage, LTE signal quality.

Power: 200Ah/12V battery, with with the possibility of quick replacement, with automatic charging from 230V AC. Power supply from 230V 

AC and from 12V DC.

Transmission: Dual 4G / LTE automatically switch to a stronger operator. Wi-Fi for quick setup and download of recordings. 

Security: Notification and alarm after: opening the tower door, opening the electronics, moving or changing the position, detecting 

movement within a radius of 6m. Sound alarm with a verbal warning message, LED lighting on, live PUSH and SMS notifications, 

notifications to monitoring stations using the SIA-IP standard.

Video recording: Locally 60 days back, view and download of materials via LTE, LAN or Wi-Fi.

Other: LED halogens 2x 45W (equivalent of 2x 200W). Speaker to audio messages from the operator and an automatically generated 

audio warning in the event of tampering 

Recommended accessories: Limitless 4G/LTE SIM card with static IP address, year-round rapid deployment solar power supply, 

removable battery with charger, SIM GSM for alarm notifications, additional cameras.

Key parameters:

* 5m pole height

* 5 cameras: 

  * 1x PTZ HD with x25 (200m) zoom

  * 4x 90° 4Mpix

* Human and vehicle detection – no false alarms

* Powered from the 200Ah/12V batteries, 230V AC, 12V DC

* Automatic battery charging from 230V or from a generator

* Sensors securing the tower – position, shock, rotation, opening

* 4G/LTE with live transmission (2x SIM)

* Wi-Fi

* Local video recording for 60 days

* Halogen LED lighting 2x 45W or 2x 20W

* Megaphone with warnings

* Motion sensors securing the tower within a 6m radius

* Additional options: 

  * Remote video recording for 90 days

  * Solar power supply

  * Additional 200Ah battery

  * Mobile platform on wheels with a drawbar for a hook and side 

protection
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3. Price list of the rapid deployment CCTV TOWERS 

iCAM-TOWER

CAMSAT 04.2021
prices exclude VAT tax

price list valid since 02.04.2021

3.03 6004

iCAM-TOWER 5MQ3

2021 NEWS

Key parameters:

* 5m pole height

* 4 cameras: 

  * 4x 100° 4Mpix

* Powered from the 200Ah/12V batteries, 230V AC, 12V DC

* Automatic battery charging from 230V or from a generator

* Sensors securing the tower – position, shock, rotation, opening

* 4G/LTE with live transmission (2x SIM)

* Wi-Fi

* Local video recording for 60 days

* Additional options: 

  * Remote video recording for 90 days

  * Solar power supply

  * Additional 200Ah battery

  * Megaphone and LED lightning

  * Mobile platform on wheels with a drawbar for a hook and side 

protection

Technical parameters: 

5m extended pole height, stable structure with safety lashings, vertical maximum load of the mast on the top 100 kg, steel covers 

protecting the most important mechanisms, additional advertising space. When the 230V power supply is present, the battery is 

automatically charged.  

Parameters of the fixed-position cameras: 4x 4Mpix 2560x1440p, observation angle 4x100°, Day/Night, sensitivity:  0.01 Lux (color), 

0 Lux (B/W IR), 40m night lightning IR, h.265+, AWB, AGC, BLC, 3D DNR, WDR 120dB, ROI, motion detection, virtual line crossing, 

entering the marked area, object disappearance.

OSD: Displaying information in the video image about: alarm event, battery condition and voltage, charging, sabotage, LTE signal quality.

Power: 200Ah/12V battery, with with the possibility of quick replacement, with automatic charging from 230V AC. Power supply from 230V 

AC and from 12V DC.

Transmission: Dual 4G / LTE automatically switch to a stronger operator. Wi-Fi for quick setup and download of recordings.

Security: Notification and alarm after: opening the tower door, opening the electronics, moving or changing the position, GPS location, live 

PUSH and SMS notifications, notifications to monitoring stations using the SIA-IP standard.

Video recording: Locally 60 days back, view and download of materials via LTE, LAN or Wi-Fi.

 

Recommended accessories: Limitless 4G/LTE SIM card with static IP address, year-round rapid deployment solar power supply, 

removable battery with charger, SIM GSM for alarm notifications, additional cameras.

D3 9 967 €

Technical parameters: 

5m extended pole height, stable structure with safety lashings, vertical maximum load of the mast on the top 100 kg, steel covers 

protecting the most important mechanisms, additional advertising space. When the 230V power supply is present, the battery is 

automatically charged.  

The tower includes the necessary electronics and cabling, including:

* electrical wiring, 

* overhang wires with protection and guides, protection informing about disconnection or cutting of wires.

At the top of the mast: 

  *  5 PoE ports to power IP cameras with an energy budget of up to 60W (option 90W)

  *  4G / LTE wireless transmission system (2x SIM)

  *  Wi-Fi

  *  GPS.

At the base of the mast:

  * the main tower controller responsible for powering all tower blocks, tamper protection and alarm notifications (SMS/PUSH) 

  * overcurrent and overvoltage protections

  * automatic charging with 230V AC

  * magnetic protection of NC door and securing the position of the tower, GPS

  * a place with a controlled atmosphere >2°C for installing own NVR with dimensions not larger than 520x260x75mm available power 

supply for NVR: 12V DC, 1x LAN (other dimensions and interfaces on request).

ATTENTION:  No cameras or NVR. The ability to attach and connect your own, any camera via the PoE port.

OSD: Displaying information in the video image about: alarm event, battery condition and voltage, charging, sabotage, LTE signal quality. 

Compatible with Dahua, Hikvision and Axis cameras.

Power: 200Ah/12V battery, with with the possibility of quick replacement, with automatic charging from 230V AC. Power supply from 230V 

AC and from 12V DC.

Transmission: Dual 4G / LTE automatically switch to a stronger operator. Wi-Fi for quick setup and download of recordings. 

Security: Notification and alarm after: opening the tower door, opening the electronics, moving or changing the position, detecting 

movement within a radius of 6m. Sound alarm with a verbal warning message, LED lighting on, live PUSH and SMS notifications, 

notifications to monitoring stations using the SIA-IP standard.

Video recording: no. A place with a controlled atmosphere >2°C for installing own NVR.

Other: LED halogens 2x 45W (equivalent of 2x 200W). Speaker to audio messages from the operator and an automatically generated 

audio warning in the event of tampering 

Recommended accessories: Limitless 4G/LTE SIM card with static IP address, year-round rapid deployment solar power supply, 

removable battery with charger, SIM GSM for alarm notifications, additional cameras.

D3 10 867 €3.02 6005b

iCAM-TOWER 5MQ4

BACK

(without cameras 

and NVR)

2021 NEWS

iCAM-TOWER 5MQ4 – without cameras and NVR, adapted to the 

installation of own cameras and recorder.

Parameters and equipment identical to version 5MQ4 (6005) but does 

not include cameras and video recording.

* Height 5m

* mounting place for 5 IP cameras with PoE, including:

  * 1x big PTZ camera

  * 4x fixed-position camera

* Heated space on NVR with SSD

* Battery power supply 200Ah / 12V, 230V AC, 12V DC

* Automatic battery charging from 230V or from a generator

* Sensors securing the tower – position, shock, rotation, opening

* 4G/LTE with live transmission (2x SIM)

* Wi-Fi

The difference between the 5MQ4 and 5MQ3 models

* GPS

* 2x 45W LED halogen lighting

* Network megaphone

* Motion sensors securing the tower within a 12m radius

* Additional options: 

  * Solar power supply

  * Additional 200Ah batteries (max 3x 200Ah)

  * Mobile platform on wheels with a drawbar for a hook and side 

protection
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3.05 6003

iCAM-TOWER 4MQ2

2021 NEWS

Key parameters:

* 4m pole height

* 4 cameras: 

  * 1x PTZ HD with x25 (200m) zoom

  * 3x 100° 4Mpix

* Powered from the 230V AC, 12V DC

* Sensors securing the tower – position, shock, rotation, opening

* 4G/LTE with live transmission

* Wi-Fi

* Local video recording for 14 days

* Additional options: 

  * 5m pole

  * Local video recording for 60 days

  * Local video recording for 90 days

  * Batteries: 100Ah or 200Ah

  * Solar power supply

  * Motion sensors with 6m range, megaphone

  * Mobile platform on wheels with a drawbar for a hook and side 

protection

Technical parameters: 

4m extended pole height, stable structure with safety lashings, vertical maximum load of the mast on the top 25 kg, steel covers protecting 

the most important mechanisms, additional advertising space.

Parameters of a PTZ dome camera: 2 Mpix 1080p, Day/Night, sensitivity: 0.005 Lux/F1.6 (color), 0.0005 Lux/F1.6 (B/W),  optical zoom 

x25, 100m night lightning IR, h.265+, lens: 4.8~120 mm, AWB, AGC, ATW, BLC, HLC, EIS, 2D/3D DNR, WDR 120dB, ROI, Defog, 

intelligent image analysis functions (IVS): Auto Tracking, virtual line crossing, intrusion and intruder detection, face detection and 

appearance / disappearance of an object.

Parameters of the fixed-position cameras: 3x 4Mpix, observation angle 3x100°, Day/Night, sensitivity: 0.01 Lux (color), 0 Lux (B/W 

IR), 40m night lightning IR, h.265+, AWB, AGC, BLC, 3D DNR, WDR 120dB, ROI, motion detection, virtual line crossing, object 

disappearance.

OSD: Displaying information in the video image about: alarm event, battery condition and voltage, charging, sabotage, LTE signal quality. 

Power: from 230V AC and from 12V DC.

Transmission: 4G/LTE, Wi-Fi quick setup and download of recordings.

Security: Notification and alarm after: opening the tower door, opening the electronics, moving around or changing positions, notifications 

to monitoring stations using the SIA-IP standard.

Video recording: 14 days back, view and download of materials via LTE and Wi-Fi and LAN

Recommended accesories: Limitless 4G/LTE SIM card with static IP address, year-round solar power supply, removable battery with 

charger, SIM GSM for alarm notifications.

D3 8 800 €

3.06 6002

iCAM-TOWER 5MQ1

2021 NEWS

Key parameters:

* 5m pole height

* Only mechanics - does not contain electronics and wiring

Technical parameters: 

5m extended pole height, stable structure with safety lashings, vertical maximum load of the mast on the top 100 kg, steel covers 

protecting the most important mechanisms, additional advertising space. The set includes the tower as a mechanical element itself and does 

not include electronics or wiring. D3 5 997 €

Technical parameters: 

5m extended pole height, stable structure with safety lashings, vertical maximum load of the mast on the top 100 kg, steel covers 

protecting the most important mechanisms, additional advertising space. When the 230V power supply is present, the battery is 

automatically charged.  

The tower includes the necessary electronics and cabling, including:

* electrical wiring, 

* overhang wires with protection and guides, protection informing about disconnection or cutting of wires.

At the top of the mast: 

  *  4 PoE ports to power IP cameras with an energy budget of up to 60W (option 90W)

  *  4G / LTE wireless transmission system (2x SIM)

  *  Wi-Fi

  *  GPS.

At the base of the mast:

  * the main tower controller responsible for powering all tower blocks, tamper protection and alarm notifications (SMS/PUSH) 

  * overcurrent and overvoltage protections

  * automatic charging with 230V AC

  * magnetic protection of NC door and securing the position of the tower, GPS

  * a place with a controlled atmosphere >2°C for installing own NVR with dimensions not larger than 520x260x75mm available power 

supply for NVR: 12V DC, 1x LAN (other dimensions and interfaces on request).

ATTENTION:  No cameras or NVR. The ability to attach and connect your own, any camera via the PoE port.

OSD: Displaying information in the video image about: alarm event, battery condition and voltage, charging, sabotage, LTE signal quality. 

Compatible with Dahua, Hikvision and Axis cameras.

Power: 200Ah/12V battery, with with the possibility of quick replacement, with automatic charging from 230V AC. Power supply from 230V 

AC and from 12V DC.

Transmission: Dual 4G / LTE automatically switch to a stronger operator. Wi-Fi for quick setup and download of recordings. 

Security: Notification and alarm after: opening the tower door, opening the electronics, moving or changing the position. Sound alarm with 

a verbal warning message, LED lighting on, notifications to monitoring stations using the SIA-IP standard.

Video recording: no. A place with a controlled atmosphere >2°C for installing own NVR.

Other: LED halogens 2x 45W (equivalent of 2x 200W). Speaker to audio messages from the operator and an automatically generated 

audio warning in the event of tampering.

Recommended accessories: Limitless 4G/LTE SIM card with static IP address, year-round rapid deployment solar power supply, 

removable battery with charger, SIM GSM for alarm notifications, additional cameras.

D3 8 953 €3.04 6004b

iCAM-TOWER 5MQ3

BACK

(without cameras 

and NVR)

2021 NEWS

iCAM-TOWER 5MQ3 – without cameras and NVR, adapted to the 

installation of own cameras and recorder.

Parameters and equipment identical to version 5MQ3 (6004) but does 

not include cameras and video recording.

* Height 5m

* mounting place for 4 IP cameras with PoE: 

  * 1x big PTZ or fixed-position camera 

  * 3x fixed-position camera

* Heated space on NVR with SSD

* Battery power supply 200Ah / 12V, 230V AC, 12V DC

* Automatic battery charging from 230V or from a generator

* Sensors securing the tower – position, shock, rotation, opening

* 4G/LTE with live transmission (2x SIM)

* Wi-Fi

* Additional options: 

  * Solar power supply

  * Additional 200Ah battery

  * Megaphone and LED lightning

  * Mobile platform on wheels with a drawbar for a hook and side 

protection
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3.07 6001

iCAM-TOWER 4MQ1

2021 NEWS

Key parameters:

* 4m pole height

* Only mechanics - does not contain electronics and wiring

Technical parameters: 

4m extended pole height, stable structure with safety lashings, vertical maximum load of the mast on the top 100 kg, steel covers 

protecting the most important mechanisms, additional advertising space. The set includes the tower as a mechanical element itself and does 

not include electronics or wiring. D3 5 213 €

3.08 7714

iCAM-Solar365 

Mobile T350W

The 350W solar set, designed to support the power supply and 

charging of batteries in the iCAM-TOWER.

* Designed to support the power supply of the iCAM-TOWER

* Quick slide-in installation to the side of the tower

* Modular construction for easy transport

Technical parameters:

* 350W power

* 12V DC

* Compatible with 12V gel batteries

* Panel dimensions after installation: 45°, 1750x840x840 [mm]

* Dimension of the system dismounted for transport: 1750x1000x280 [mm]

The set includes: Supporting structure for mounting to the iCAM-TOWER, 350W solar power, wiring D=4m, charger compatible with the 

iCAM-TOWER, mounting accessories.

D3 1 087 €

3.09 7715
iCAM-Solar365 

Mobile T600W

The 600W solar set, designed to support the power supply and 

charging of batteries in the iCAM-TOWER.

* Designed to support the power supply of the iCAM-TOWER

* Quick slide-in installation to the side of the tower

* Modular construction for easy transport

Technical parameters:

* 600W power

* 12V DC

* Compatible with 12V gel batteries

* Panel dimensions after installation: 45°, 2450x1250x1250 [mm]

* Dimension of the system dismounted for transport: 1750x1000x370 [mm]

The set includes: Supporting structure for mounting to the iCAM-TOWER, 600W solar power, wiring D=4m, charger compatible with the 

iCAM-TOWER, mounting accessories.

D3 1 660 €

3.10 7718
iCAM-Solar365 

Mobile T1000W

The 1000W solar set, designed to support the power supply and 

charging of batteries in the iCAM-TOWER.

* Designed to support the power supply of the iCAM-TOWER

* Quick slide-in installation to the side of the tower

* Modular construction for easy transport

Technical parameters:

* 1000W power

* 12V DC

* Compatible with 12V gel batteries

* Panel dimensions after installation: 45°, 2450x2250x1350 [mm]

* Dimension of the system dismounted for transport: 2450x2400x370 [mm]

The set includes: Supporting structure for mounting to the iCAM-TOWER, 1000W solar power, wiring D=4m, charger compatible with the 

iCAM-TOWER, mounting accessories.

D3 2 283 €

3.11 1125 AKU-S100AZ

100Ah/12V gel battery

Modern gel battery resistant to deep discharge. The battery is adapted to 

cyclic discharging and charging, which makes it ideal for CCTV and solar 

systems.

* Capacity: 100Ah/12V 

* Works even at low temperatures -20°C

* Weight: 31kg

* Dimensions: 403x175x246 [mm] C 333 €

3.12 1126 AKU-S200AZ

200Ah/12V gel battery

Modern gel battery resistant to deep discharge. The battery is adapted to 

cyclic discharging and charging, which makes it ideal for CCTV and solar 

systems.

* Capacity: 200Ah/12V 

* Works even at low temperatures -20°C

* Weight: 58kg

* Dimensions: 523x240x226 [mm]
C 533 €

3.13 1370 iWirelessPIR-500M

Wireless PIR motion detector with a radio range of 500m NLOS 

(through obstacles), automatically triggering the approach and the 

camera's approach to the detection area. Designed to protect the area 

up to 500m from the tower.

* Detection range: 12m/120°, 

* Transmission range: 500m NLOS, 1000m LOS

* Power: 3.6V for 6 months

* Outdoor IP65, impact-resistant steel structure, secured against disassembly with a padlock

* Notifications about sabotage, disassembly, opening. The set includes a radio receiver with a NO relay output

D2 543 €

3.14 1150 MEG-25 set

Megaphone for automatic audio messages and audio messages from 

the operator

* Maximal power 25W 

* Works even at low temperatures -20°C

* Outdoor use with IP65

* Weight: 3kg

* Mounting on the pole

C 630 €

SOLAR POWER SUPPLIES FOR iCAM-TOWER SYSTEMS

ACCESSORIES
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3.15 1151 LED-45W set

Light LED halogen

Set of two halogens with pole mounting

* 12V DC

* Maximal power 2x45W (equivalent of 2x200W)

* Works even at low temperatures -20°C

* Outdoor use with IP65

* Weight: 2x 1,8kg

* Mounting on the pole

C 313 €

3.16 1132 G-LINE Q3

A special overhang cable connecting the top of the tower with 

the base, compatible with Q3, Q2, Q1.

It includes multi-core cabling in a mechanically foldable sheath. Length 

adapted to the height of the tower 5m. 

Cable terminations with system, multi-pin, hermetic IP66 plugs that fit 

into the control box and the housing at the top of the head.

Wiring:

* 8x 1,5mm2

* 2x UTP (4x2x0,5mm2)

Includes fasteners and mechanical spacers to suspend the installation.

Includes plugs and sockets for quick connection to a control box and a housing on top of the tower.
C 980 €

3.17 1133 G-LINE Q4

A special overhang cable connecting the top of the tower with 

the base, compatible with Q4, Q1 towers.

It includes multi-core cabling in a mechanically foldable sheath.  The 

length is adapted to the height of the tower 5m with separation in the 

middle of the tower for PIR, LED and loudspeaker sensors.

Cable terminations with system, multi-pin, hermetic IP66 plugs that fit 

into the control box and the housing at the top of the head.

Wiring:

* 8x 1,5mm2

* 4x 1,5mm2

* 2x UTP (4x2x0,5mm2)

Includes fasteners and mechanical spacers to suspend the installation.

Includes plugs and sockets for quick connection to a control box and a housing on top of the tower.
C 1 207 €
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4.01 1060

iConstruction-CAM 

BACK

(compatible with 

Hikvision, Dahua, ...)

Rapid deployment LTE system for remote video observation of

construction sites and progress of construction works - without an 

IP camera.

 

Mechanically adapted to mount almost any PTZ IP camera of such

brands as: Hikvision and Dahua

 

Key features:

* 4G / LTE - YES (1x SIM)

* Battery - YES (4h)

* Automatic battery charging with 230V - YES

* Mobility and quick slide assembly - YES

* Compatible with cameras and NVR Hikvision / Dahua - YES

* Camera - NO

Technical parameters: 4G / LTE transmission, 1x SIM socket, 1x LAN port with PoE, 230V AC power supply, emergency power 

supply for 4h, pole / wall fast mounting socket, mechanical adapter for attaching a Dahua or Hikvision PTZ camera, built-in battery 

charger - YES, external IP66.

Camera parameters: Does not contain a camera. Use your own IP camera from any manufacturer.

Working time on the battery: depends on the power consumption of the camera - 4-8h

Includes: iConstruction-CAM BACK, antenna, quick assembly GE-Mobile II x 1 pcs, mounting accessories x 1 pc.

Recommended accessories: Mounting adapter for cameras: Bosch, Axis, Avigillion, Novus, UNV, IDIS, Flir, GANZ and others; 

Mounting adapter for bullet cameras; LTE simCAM card; iCAM-BOX, Wi-Fi.

In the case of delivery of an IP camera to CAMSAT, the product will be sent back fully configured and ready for operation.

iCAM 1 333 €

4.02 1069

iConstruction-CAM 

BHP

2021 NEWS

Construction camera for automatic detection of the lack of 

wearing helmets on employees' heads.

The camera independently detects the figure of a person who does not 

have a protective helmet on his head. It takes photos automatically and 

immediately informs about the situation via the application, SMS or e-

mail. The user will receive a photo via the application and with one 

button can view the video recording of the event.

Key features:

* Detection of the absence of a helmet on the heads of employees

* An audible, automatic warning message when a helmet is missing

* Remote 4G / LTE live view and in-app notifications

* Rapid deployment, steel construction with IP66

* 14 or 28 days of continuous video recording

Dedicated for:

* Construction companies

* General construction contractors

* OHS inspectors, repair companies

* Transport companies

* Work safety, warehouses, transport, reloading, communication ports, 

etc.

* Eliminate penalties for non-compliance with OHS / OHS regulations.

Technical parameters:  

Live transmission via 4G / LTE, 1x SIM slot, 230V AC power supply, emergency power supply for 4h, video recording for 14 days back 

(option 28 days), notification via SMS, e-mail, push notifications in the application, automatic audio warnings about the lack of a 

helmet, quick mounting socket on a pole or wall, Wi-Fi, built-in battery charger, steel external structure IP66. Relay NO output 

allowing, for example, an employee to enter the area.

Camera parameters: 

4Mpix 2680x1520p, Day/Night, sensitivity: 0.001 Lux/F1.2 (color), 0.0003 Lux/F1.2 (B/W), 30m IR, h.265+, WDR 140dB, ROIx4, 

Defog, intelligent image analysis (IVS): virtual line crossing, intrusion detection,  face detection and appearance / disappearance of the 

object. Detection of no helmet on the head at a distance of 30-40m. Counting people, taking a photo of the face, detection of human 

parameters such as: age, gender, color of clothes, headgear, height.

Working time on the battery: 4h

Includes: iConstruction-CAM Hard Hat, antennas, GE-Mobile II quick assembly socket x1, SD128GB memory - internal registration, 

video recording for 14 days, mounting accessories x1.

Recommended accessories: additional side cameras, video recording up to 28 days, iCAM-BOX - transport box, iCAM-TOWER - CCTV 

tower, iCAM-Magnetic STAND - magnetic tripod on the car roof, solar power system.

iCAM 3 327 €

4.03 1061 iConstruction-CAM x25

Rapid deployment LTE system for remote video observation of

construction sites and progress of construction works - with PTZ 

camera with optical zoom x25.

Key features:

* as in iConstruction-CAM BACK

* Camera - YES (PTZ zoom x25, IR 100m)

* Video recording for 14 days

Technical parameters: Live transmission via 4G / LTE, 1x SIM slot, 230V AC power supply, emergency power backup for 4 hours, 

video recording for 14 days back, alarm notifications via e-mail and phone in the application, quick mounting socket on a pole or wall, 

built-in battery charger, steel external structure IP66.

Camera parameters: 2Mpix 1080p, Day/Night, sensitivity: 0.005 Lux/F1.6 (color), 0.0005 Lux/F1.6 (B/W), optical zoom x25, IR 

100m, h.265+, lens: 4.8~120mm, AWB, AGC, ATW, BLC, HLC, EIS, 2D/3D DNR, WDR 120dB, RoI, Defog, intelligent image analysis 

(IVS): Auto Tracking, virtual line crossing, intrusion detection, face detection and appearance / disappearance of the object.

Observation range: Event detection: from a distance of 1613m, Observation: 646m, Recognition: 323m, Identification: 161m

Working time on the battery: up to 4h

Includes: iConstruction-CAM BACK, PTZ camera x1, SD128GB – video recording for up to 14 days, anteny, GE-Mobile II quick 

assembly socket x1, mounting accessories x1 szt. 

iCAM 2 230 €

4. Price list of rapid deployment cameras for 

CONSTRUCTION SITES

CAMSAT 04.2021
prices exclude tax

price list valid since 02.04.2021

Version without camera - main unit for mounting any IP camera

iConstruction-CAM     
 Mobile system for quick creation of remote video monitoring

  CONSTRUCTION SITES with 4G/LTE

Ready to use sets of CCTV monitoring – main unit with cameras
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4.04 1063

iConstruction-CAM 

DOME-2M

(with FullHD 2Mpix fixed-

position camera)

Rapid deployment LTE system for remote video observation of

construction sites and progress of construction works - with fixed 

wide-angle camera 2Mpix (1080P).

Key features:

* as in iConstruction-CAM BACK

* Camera - YES (fixed-position, IR30m)

* Video recording for 14 days

Technical parameters:  Live transmission via 4G / LTE, 1x SIM slot, 230V AC power supply, emergency power backup for 4 hours, 

video recording for 14 days back, alarm notifications via e-mail and phone in the application, quick mounting socket on a pole or wall, 

built-in battery charger, steel external structure IP66.

Camera parameters: 2Mpix 1920x1080p, Day/Night, sensitivity: 0.01 Lux (color), 0 Lux (B/W IR), optical zoom x4, IR 30m, h.265+, 

observation angle 100°—38°, lens: 2.8~12mm motor, AWB, ATW, AGC, BLC, HLC, EIS, WDR 120 dB, 3D DNR, ROI, motion detection, 

alarms after crossing virtual line, detecting intrusion, face detection and appearance / disappearance of the object. IK10

Observation range: Event detection: from a distance of 129m, Observation: 51m, Recognition: 26m, Identification: 13m.

Working time on the battery: up to 6h

Includes: iConstruction-CAM BACK, fixed camera x1, SD128GB memory - video recording for 14 days, antennas, quick assembly GE-

Mobile II x1, mounting accessories x1.

iCAM 1 797 €

4.05 1064

iConstructionCAM 

Triplex DOME-2M

(with 3 fixed-position 

FullHD cameras)

Rapid deployment LTE system for remote video observation of

construction sites and progress of construction works – with 3 

wide-angle fixed-position cameras 2Mpix (1080P).

Key features:

* as in iConstruction-CAM BACK

* Camera - YES (3x fixed-position, IR30m)

* Video recording for 14 days

Technical parameters: Live transmission via 4G / LTE, 1x SIM slot, 230V AC power supply, emergency power backup for 4 hours, 

video recording for 14 days back, alarm notifications via e-mail and phone in the application, quick mounting socket on a pole or wall, 

built-in battery charger, steel external structure IP66.

Camera parameters: 3x 2Mpix 1080p FHD, Day/Night, sensitivity: 0.01 Lux (color), 0 Lux (B/W IR), optical zoom x4, IR 30m, 

h.265+, lens: 2.8~12mm motor, observation angle 3x 100°—38°, AWB, AGC, BLC, 3D DNR, WDR 120dB, ROI, wykrycie ruchu. motion 

detection, alarms after crossing virtual line, detecting intrusion, face detection and appearance / disappearance of the object.

Observation range: Event detection: from a distance of 129m, Observation: 51m, Recognition: 26m, Identification: 13m.

Working time on the battery: up to 4h

Includes: iConstruction-CAM BACK, Hikvision camera x3, SD128GB x3 - video recording for 14 days, antennas, quick assembly GE-

Mobile II x1, mounting accessories x1.

iCAM 2 436 €

4.06 1065b

iConstruction-CAM X25 

Duplex DOME-2M

new version – x25

TOP - Very popular 

product

Rapid deployment LTE system for remote video observation of

construction sites and progress of construction works – with 2 

wide-angle fixed-position cameras 2Mpix (1080P) and PTZ camera with 

optical zoom x25 (200m).

It allows the observation of a large area and a detailed analysis of 

distant places.

Key features:

* as in iConstruction-CAM BACK

* Camera - YES (2x fixed-position 2Mpix camera, IR 30m; 1x PTZ 2Mpix 

camera, IR 100m)

* Video recording for 14 days

Technical parameters: Live transmission via 4G / LTE, 1x SIM slot, 230V AC power supply, emergency power backup for 4 hours, 

video recording for 14 days back, alarm notifications via e-mail and phone in the application, quick mounting socket on a pole or wall, 

built-in battery charger, steel external structure IP66.  

Parameters of the PTZ camera: 2Mpix 1080p, Day/Night, sensitivity: 0.005 Lux/F1.6 (color), 0.0005 Lux/F1.6 (B/W), optical zoom 

x25, IR 100m, h.265+, lens: 4.8~120mm, AWB, AGC, ATW, BLC, HLC, EIS, 2D/3D DNR, WDR 120dB, RoI, Defog, intelligent image 

analysis (IVS): Auto Tracking, virtual line crossing, intrusion detection, face detection and appearance / disappearance of the object.

Parameters of the fixed-position cameras: 2x 2Mpix 1080p FHD, Day/Night, sensitivity: 0.01 Lux (color), 0 Lux (B/W IR), optical 

zoom x4, IR 30m, h.265+, lens: 2.8~12 mm motor, observation angle 2x 100°—38°, AWB, AGC, BLC, 3D DNR, WDR 120dB, ROI, 

motion detection, alarms after crossing virtual line, detecting intrusion, face detection and appearance / disappearance of the object.

Observation range of the PTZ camera: Event detection: from a distance of 900m, Observation: 380m, Recognition: 180m, 

Identification: 90m

Working time on the battery: up to 4h

Includes: iConstruction-CAM BACK, fixed-position camera x2, PTZ-camera x1, SD128GB x3 - video recording for 14 days, antennas, 

quick assembly GE-Mobile II x1, mounting accessories x1.

iCAM 2 930 €

4.07 1067

iConstruction-CAM 

TRUCK II

(for construction vehicles)

Magnetic camera for heavy construction vehicles - 4G / LTE

Key features:

* 4G/LTE/3G

* Wi-Fi

* 14 days of video recording

* 4Mpix resolution

* Observation angle of 100° (option: 180°)

* Steel construction IP66

Options: magnetic bases, batteries

Technical parameters: Live transmission via 4G / LTE, local video recording for 14 days and the possibility of remote recording, 1x 

SIM slot, 12-24V power supply, alarm notifications by e-mail and phone in the application, steel external structure IP66.   

Camera parameters: 4Mpix 2560x1440p, Day/Night, sensitivity: 0.01 Lux (color), 0 Lux (B/W IR), IR 30m, h.265+, observation 

angle 100° (option: 180°), motion detection, virtual line crossing, instrusion detection, appearance / disappearance of the object, ROI.

Includes: iConstruction-CAM TRUCK II, 4Mpix camera x1, SD128GB – video recording for 14 days x1, LTE antenna x1, Wi-Fi antenna 

x1, power cable in a steel sheath x1.

SECURES:

* employees and the immediate surroundings

* against fuel theft and devastation

* live view of the works

* monitors the working time and reports switching off / switching on the vehicle's engine (via email / SMS)

* park other construction vehicles around at night and they will all be monitored

* secures the rear of trailers and hidden parts of vehicles

iCAM 1 230 €

4.08 1068

iConstruction-CAM 

TRUCK II ext

Extension of the iConstruction-CAM TRUCK II with another 

camera

Another camera with the same parameters as iConstruction-CAM TRUCK II. Intended for observation from a different direction. The set 

includes a cable connecting to the 2.5m iConstructionCAM TRUCK II unit
iCAM 597 €

4.09 1127

MagneticMOUNT Magnetic base for the iConstruction-CAM TRUCK II camera Extremely strong magnetic mount. Enables quick installation of cameras to any steel surface, e.g. to a container, on a vehicle roof, on 

a crane hook. C 153 €

Cameras for construction vehicles
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4.10 1066a

iConstruction-CAM 

TimeLapse 4M

(with special 2k camera)

4G/LTE construction camera for remote video surveillance of 

construction sites and recording time-lapse movies TIME-LAPSE 

4Mpix

Designed to record time-lapse materials in order to recreate the works 

later, e.g. at an accelerated pace (365 days in 2 minutes). The camera 

also enables remote observation of construction sites online via the 

Internet.

 

Key features:

* 4G/LTE – YES (1x SIM)

* Battery – YES (4h)

* Automatic battery charging from 230V – YES 

* Mobility and quick insertion – YES

* 4Mpix TimeLapse camera – YES

Technical parameters: 4G/LTE transmission, 1x SIM slot, 1x LAN port with PoE+, 230V AC power supply, emergency power supply 

for 4h, quick mounting socket on a pole or wall, built-in automatic battery charger - YES, external IP66, TimeLapse function with 

adjustment of taking photos every 1—5000s.

Camera parameters: 4Mpix, 2688x1520 px, viewing angle 105°—34°, Day/Night, sensitivity: 0.03Lux/F1.4 Lux (color), 0 Lux/F1.4 

(IR on) Lux (B/W), motozoom x4, IR 50m, h.264, h.265, h.265+, lens: 2,7~13mm (motozoom, autofocus).

Observation range: Event detection from a distance of 208m, Observation: 83m, Recognition: 41m, Identification: 20m.

Working time on the battery: up to 4h

Includes: iConstruction-CAM BACK, camera TimeLapse 4Mpix x1, SD128GB – local recording of video and photos, antennas,  quick 

assembly GE-Mobile II x1, mounting accessories x1

iCAM 1 827 €

4.11 1066b

iConstruction-CAM 

TimeLapse 8M

(with special 4k 8Mpix 

camera)

TOP – Very popular 

product

4G/LTE construction camera for remote video surveillance of 

construction sites and recording time-lapse movies TIME-LAPSE 

8Mpix 

Designed to record time-lapse materials in order to recreate the works 

later, e.g. at an accelerated pace (365 days in 2 minutes). The camera 

also enables remote observation of construction sites online via the 

Internet.

 

Key features:

* 4G/LTE – YES (1x SIM)

* Battery – YES (4h)

* Automatic battery charging from 230V – YES 

* Mobility and quick insertion – YES

* 8Mpix TimeLapse camera – YES

Technical parameters: 

Camera parameters: 8Mpix, 3840x2160 px, viewing angle 105°—34°, Day/Night, sensitivity: 0.03Lux/F1.4 Lux (color), 0 Lux/F1.4 

(IR on) Lux (B/W), motozoom x4, IR 50m, h.264, h.265, h.265+, lens: 2,7~13mm (motozoom, autofocus).

Observation range: Event detection from a distance of 228m, Observation: 91m, Recognition: 46m, Identification: 23m.

Working time on the battery: up to 4h

Includes: iConstruction-CAM BACK, camera TimeLapse 8Mpix x1, SD128GB – local recording of video and photos, antennas,  quick 

assembly GE-Mobile II x1, mounting accessories x1

iCAM 2 260 €

4.12 1066c

iConstruction-CAM 

TimeLapse 12M

(with special 12Mpix 

camera)

4G/LTE construction camera for remote video surveillance of 

construction sites and recording time-lapse movies TIME-LAPSE 

12Mpix 

Designed to record time-lapse materials in order to recreate the works 

later, e.g. at an accelerated pace (365 days in 2 minutes). The camera 

also enables remote observation of construction sites online via the 

Internet.

 

Key features:

* 4G/LTE – YES (1x SIM)

* Battery – YES (4h)

* Automatic battery charging from 230V – YES 

* Mobility and quick insertion – YES

* 8Mpix TimeLapse camera – YES

Technical parameters: 4G/LTE transmission, 1x SIM slot, 1x LAN port with PoE+, 230V AC power supply, emergency power supply 

for 4h, quick mounting socket on a pole or wall, built-in automatic battery charger - YES, external IP66, TimeLapse function with 

adjustment of taking photos every 1—5000s.

Camera parameters: 12Mpix, 4000x3000 px, viewing angle 105°—34°, Day/Night, sensitivity: 0.03Lux/F1.4 Lux (color), 0 Lux/F1.4 

(IR on) Lux (B/W), motozoom x4, IR 50m, h.264, h.265, h.265+, lens: 2,7~13mm (motozoom, autofocus).

Observation range: Event detection from a distance of 228m, Observation: 108m, Recognition: 52m, Identification: 26m.

Working time on the battery: up to 4h

Includes: iConstruction-CAM BACK, kamera TimeLapse 12Mpix x1, pamięć SD128GB – wewnętrzna rejestracja wideo i zdjęć, anteny, 

gniazdo szybkiego montażu GE-Mobile II x1 szt., akcesoria montażowe x1 szt.
iCAM 2 887 €

4.13 1100

iCAM-Adapter

00 64

Option available with:

* iConstruction-CAM

* iCAM-MobileHD II

* iCAM-PowerHD

* iCAM-MiniHD II

Mounting adapter for cameras of any brand, e.g. Bosch, Novus, Axis, UNV, Avigilon, etc.

Adapter for mounting IP PTZ cameras with hanging pipe mounting. The kit includes an adapter that allows you to attach PTZ 

cameras of various brands. Ask the CAMSAT technical department for details and compatibility.
-

Individual 

pricing

4.14 1102

iMount-Triplex

00 60

Option available with:

* iConstruction-CAM

* iCAM-MobileHD II

* iCAM-PowerHD

* iCAM-MiniHD II

Mounting adapter for 3 fixed cameras

The adapter allows the installation of 3 fixed cameras on devices from the iCAM series. Ask the CAMSAT technical department for 

details and compatibility.
C 187 €

4.15 1103

iMount-Duplex

00 61

Option available with:

* iConstruction-CAM

* iCAM-MobileHD II

* iCAM-PowerHD

* iCAM-MiniHD II

Mounting adapter for 1 PTZ camera and 2 fixed cameras

The adapter allows the installation of 1 PTZ camera and 2 fixed cameras on devices from the iCAM series. Ask the CAMSAT technical 

department for details and compatibility.
C 187 €

TimeLapse cameras for harsh working conditions

Options to extend functionality
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4. Price list of rapid deployment cameras for 

CONSTRUCTION SITES

CAMSAT 04.2021
prices exclude tax

price list valid since 02.04.2021

4.16 1105

Lock

00 31

Option available with:

* iConstruction-CAM

* iCAM-MobileHD II

* iCAM-PowerHD

* iCAM-MiniHD II

Lock, padlock to protect the camera from unauthorized disassembly

C 19 €

4.17 1108

Wi-Fi

00 24

Option available with:

* iConstruction-CAM

* iCAM-PowerHD

* iCAM-MiniHD II

WiFi with a range of 50 m working in the 2.4ghz band for iCAM and iConstruction systems

Wireless WiFi transmission for wireless system configuration. It enables: viewing, controlling, browsing and downloading the archive 

and system management.

   
C 127 €

4.18 1115

iCAM-BOX

00 48

Compatible with:

* iConstruction-CAM

* iCAM-MobileHD II

* iCAM-PowerHD

* iCAM-MiniHD II

Strong transport box for mobile systems: iCAM and iConstruction with foam filling.

It enables safe transport and storage of mobile cameras.

Dimensions: 60x50x35 [cm]

Other dimensions available on request. C 427 €

4.19 1116

Gniazdo GE-Mobile II

00 52

Compatible with:

* iConstruction-CAM

* iCAM-MobileHD II

* iCAM-PowerHD

* iCAM-MiniHD II

The universal socket for the quick-release mounting connector of the iCAM and iConstruction-CAM cameras. Can be 

screwed to the wall or attached with steel bands to a 80-160 mm pole

Quick coupler socket for mounting a rapid deploymen camera on a pole or façade. The installation of several such sockets in the city 

area enables very fast moving and installation of iCAM cameras in a new location.
C 97 €

4.20 1117

iCAM-TVRec

00 26

Compatible with:

* iConstruction-CAM

* iCAM-MobileHD II

* iCAM-PowerHD

* iCAM-MiniHD II

Online HDMI receiver for 4 iCAM cameras

Receiver for viewing 4 images from iCAM cameras or iConstructionCAM on TV via the Internet. In addition, it allows you to record 

video images, control PTZ cameras, online preview in HD and many other options.

Included: iCAM-TVRec, power supply x1

iCAM 327 €

Accessories for rapid deployment cameras
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iCAM Cameras

No. Index Model Photo Description and advantages Technical parameters and content Discount Retail price

5.01
1070c

1070d

iCAM-MobileHD II 

BACK MKII

(version 2021)

(compatible with 

Hikvision, Dahua, 

Axis, Bosch, ...)

POWERED AND RECHARGED AT NIGHT FROM A STREET LAMP 

100–230V AC

LTE rapid deployment video monitoring system powered at night 

from a street lapm, with internal video recording for 30 days – 

version BACK without the IP camera. 

Key features:

* 4G / LTE – YES (2xSIM)

* Battery – YES 26Ah (12-16h with camera up to 20W)

* Video recording for 30 days

* Internet recording on recorder / VMS in the monitoring center

* Automatic battery charging with 230V – YES

* Very fast charging of the batteries in up to 6 hours

* Input for solar power

* Mobility and quick slide assembly – YES

* Camera – NO (mechanically adapted to mount almost any PTZ IP 

camera of such brands as: Dahua, Hikvision, Bosch, Axis...)

Technical parameters:  Wi-Fi transmission 2.4GHz, 4G/LTE, SIM socket x2, automatically switched to a stronger LTE operator, LAN 

port with PoE+ x2, video recording with low compression with high image quality (1TB memory / recording for 30 days), power 

supply: 100–230V AC, 12V, 24V DC, light Li-Ion 26Ah battery with automatic charging e.g. from a street lamps, built-in battery 

charger - YES, rechargeable battery at -20°C, mechanical adapter for mounting any PTZ IP camera, quick mounting slide-in system, 

transparent for connection between the camera and VMS, outdoor IP66, hermetic port for quick connection of additional iCAM-

Battery230 batteries, input for solar power supply.

Transmission security: OpenVPN, ZeroTier VPN, IPsec: IKEv1, IKEv2; GRE-Tunel, X.509, WPA2-Enterprise, SYN-FIN, SYN-RST, X-

mas, NULL flags, FIN.  

New technical parameters for version 2021: 

* More capacious battery, input for solar power supply, OSD: display information on video image about alarm event, battery condition 

and voltage, charging, tamper, LTE connection quality; Wi-Fi, no 5GHz radio link. 

Camera parameters: camera not included. Version for CCTV distributors – use your own IP camera from any manufacturer.

Working time on the battery itself: depends on the camera – up to 12—16h

Recharging time: <6h

The set includes: iCAM-MobileHD II BACK MKII, 1TB memory, antennas, GE-Mobile II quick mounting socket x1, mounting 

accessories x1

Recommended accessories: Additional battery power supply iCAM-Battery230, solar power, mounting adapter for cameras: Bosch, 

Axis, Avigillion, Novus, UNV, IDIS, Flir, GANZ and others; mounting adapter for bullet cameras; SIM LTE card, RC remote control; 

GPS; iCAM-BOX transport box.

If the IP camera is delivered to CAMSAT, the product will be sent back fully operational and ready to work.

iCAM          4 600 € 

5.02 1071b

iCAM-MobileHD II

X25 MKII 

(version 2021)

TOP – Very popular 

product

LTE rapid deployment video monitoring system powered at night 

by a street lamp.

Key features:

* as in iCAM-MobileHD II BACK MKII

* Camera – YES (PTZ with zoom x25, IR 100m)

Common parameters: identical to iCAM-MobileHD II BACK MKII (1070).

PTZ camera parameters: 2Mpix 1080p, Day/Night, sensitivity: 0.005 Lux/F1.6 (color), 0.0005 Lux/F1.6 (B/W), optical zoom x25 

(200m), night lightning IR 100m, h.265+, lens: 4.8~120mm, AWB, AGC, ATW, BLC, HLC, EIS, 2D/3D DNR, WDR 120dB, RoI, defog, 

Auto Tracking, virtual line crossing, intrusion detection, face detection, object appearance / disappearance.

Observation range: Event detection: from a distance of 1613m, observation: 646m, recognition: 323m, identification: 161m

The set includes: iCAM-MobileHD II BACK, PTZ camera x1, 1TB storage, antennas, GE-Mobile II – rapid deployment socket x1, 

mounting accessories x1.

iCAM          5 267 € 

Ready to use video monitoring sets – main unit with cameras

RAPID DEPLOYMENT CAMERAS POWERED AND RECHARGED AT NIGHT FROM THE 100–230V AC STREET LAMP

PARAMETERS COMMON TO THE ENTIRE SERIES OF iCAM-MobileHD II CAMERAS

Technical parameters: Wi-Fi transmission 2.4GHz, 4G/LTE, SIM socket x2, automatically switched to a stronger LTE operator, LAN port with PoE+ x2, video recording with low compression with high image 

quality (1TB memory / recording for 30 days), power supply: 100–230V AC, 12V, 24V DC, light Li-Ion 26Ah battery with automatic charging e.g. from a street lamps, built-in battery charger - YES, 

rechargeable battery at -20°C, mechanical adapter for mounting any PTZ IP camera, quick mounting slide-in system, transparent for connection between the camera and VMS, outdoor IP66, hermetic port for 

quick connection of additional iCAM-Battery230 batteries, input for solar power supply.

Transmission security: OpenVPN, ZeroTier VPN, IPsec: IKEv1, IKEv2; GRE-Tunel, X.509, WPA2-Enterprise, SYN-FIN, SYN-RST, X-mas, NULL flags, FIN.

Working time on the battery itself: up to 12h, or up to 24h with additional iCAM-Battery230 module.

Option: Additional iCAM-Battery230 battery, detection of shots and sudden changes in the audio level, face detection, human or vehicle detection, zoom at 300m or 500m, PIR sensor with automatic zoom of 

the camera to the area of movement.

New technical parameters for version 2021: 

* More capacious battery, input for solar power supply, OSD: display information on video image about alarm event, battery condition and voltage, charging, tamper, LTE connection quality; Wi-Fi, no 5GHz 

radio link. 

Models

5. Price list of rapid deployment cameras PRO designed for 

city monitoring and City Guards/Police.

CAMSAT 04.2021
prices exclude tax

price list valid since 02.04.2021

iCAM-MobileHD II 
 4G / LTE mobile cameras recharged at night from the STREET LAMPS, 

with 26Ah lithium battery and video recording for 30 days.

Suitable for 100—230V power supply from traffic lights.

Without the camera – main unit for connecting any IP camera



C Accessories

iCAM Cameras

No. Index Model Photo Description and advantages Technical parameters and content Discount Retail price

5. Price list of rapid deployment cameras PRO designed for 

city monitoring and City Guards/Police.

CAMSAT 04.2021
prices exclude tax

price list valid since 02.04.2021

5.03 1072

iCAM-MobileHD II

SPECIAL ANPR

2021 NEWS

LTE rapid deployment video monitoring system powered at night 

by a street lamp, with license plate detection.

Key features:

* as in iCAM-MobileHD II BACK MKII

* Camera – YES (recording of 10,000 license plates, notifications about 

the searched number via SMS, email, application, fixed camera with 

zoom, IR 40m)

Common parameters: identical to iCAM-MobileHD II BACK MKII (1070).

Camera parameters: ANPR – detection and recording of license plates, black- and whitelist of license plates, instant SMS / e-mail / 

application notifications.

License plate capture indicator > 98%, accuracy of recognizing the direction of vehicle movement > 96%, detection of missing license 

plate, black- and whitelist of up to 10,000 vehicles stored in the camera, reading motorcycle license plates. Very fast WDR 140db, 

sens. 1/1.8" 2MPix, color: 0.003Lux, remotely controlled zoom 2.8~12 mm, adjustable viewing angle: horizontally 102°-39°, vertically 

50°-22°. IR 40m, virtual line crossing, intrusion detection, object appearance / disappearance.

The set includes: iCAM-MobileHD II BACK, camera x1, 1TB storage, antennas, GE-Mobile II – rapid deployment socket x1, mounting 

accessories x1.

iCAM          5 880 € 

5.04 1090

iCAM-MiniHD II 

BACK

(2021 version)

(compatible with 

Hikvision, Dahua, 

Axis, Bosch, ...)

POWERED BY CONTINUOUS 100—230V AC

LTE rapid deployment video monitoring system with 100—230V 

emergency power supply for 6h – without an IP camera.

Key features:

* 4G / LTE – YES (2xSIM)

* Wi-Fi

* Battery – YES (6h)

* Automatic battery charging with 100—230V AC – YES

* Recording on the SD in the camera and over the Internet on the 

recorder / VMS in the monitoring center

* Mobility and quick slide-in mounting – YES

* Camera – NO (mechanically adapted to mount almost any PTZ IP 

camera of such brands as: Dahua, Hikvision, Axis, Bosch...)

Technical parameters: 4G/LTE, Wi-Fi, SIM socket x2, automatically switched to a stronger LTE operator, LAN port with PoE+ x2, 

video recording for 14 days, power supply: 100–230V AC, 12V, light Li-Ion 17Ah battery for 6h of continuous work, with automatic 

charging, built-in battery charger - YES, rechargeable battery at -20°C, mechanical adapter for mounting any PTZ IP camera, quick 

mounting slide-in system, transparent for connection between the camera and VMS, outdoor IP66, input for solar power supply, the 

set does not include the camera.

Transmission security: OpenVPN, ZeroTier VPN, IPsec: IKEv1, IKEv2; GRE-Tunel, X.509, WPA2-Enterprise, SYN-FIN, SYN-RST, X-

mas, NULL flags, FIN.

New technical parameters for version 2021: 

* Input for solar power supply, OSD: display information on video image about alarm event, battery condition and voltage, charging, 

tamper, LTE connection quality; Wi-Fi, mora capacious 17Ah battery.

Camera parameters: camera not included. Use your own IP camera from any manufacturer.

The set includes: iCAM-MiniHD II BACK, antennas, GE-Mobile II – rapid deployment socket x1, mounting accessories x1.

Recommended accessories: Additional battery power supply iCAM-Battery230, solar power, mounting adapter for cameras: Bosch, 

Axis, Avigillion, Novus, UNV, IDIS, Flir, GANZ and others; mounting adapter for bullet cameras; SIM LTE card, RC remote control; 

GPS; iCAM-BOX transport box.

If the IP camera is delivered to CAMSAT, the product will be sent back fully operational and ready to work.

iCAM          1 653 € 

5.05 1092

iCAM-MiniHD II

X25

(z kamerą PTZ)

LTE rapid deployment video monitoring system emergency 

power supply for 6h of continuous work.

Key features:

* as in iCAM-MiniHD II BACK

* Camera – YES (PTZ with x25 zoom, IR 100m)

Technical parameters: identical to iCAM-MiniHD II BACK (1090).

Camera parameters: 2Mpix 1080p, Day/Night, sensitivity: 0.005 Lux/F1.6 (color), 0.0005 Lux/F1.6 (B/W), optical zoom x25 

(200m), night lightning IR 100m, h.265+, lens: 4.8~120mm, AWB, AGC, ATW, BLC, HLC, EIS, 2D/3D DNR, WDR 120dB, RoI, defog, 

Auto Tracking, virtual line crossing, intrusion detection, face detection, object appearance / disappearance.

Observation range: Event detection: from a distance of 1613m, observation: 646m, recognition: 323m, identification: 161m

Working time on the battery itself: up to 6h

The set includes: iCAM-MiniHD II BACK, PTZ camera x1, SD128GB SD card x1, antennas, GE-Mobile II – rapid deployment socket x1, 

mounting accessories x1.

iCAM          2 430 € 

 iCAM-MiniHD II

4G/LTE mobile cameras powered from 230V AC, with video recording for 14 days and with emergency power supply for up to 6 hours.

Designed to allow quickly create video-monitoring points with access to continuous power or powered by the iCAM-Battery

Ready to use video monitoring sets – main unit with cameras

POWERED BY CONTINUOUS 100—230V AC

PARAMETERS COMMON TO THE ENTIRE SERIES OF iCAM-MiniHD II CAMERAS

Technical parameters: 4G/LTE, Wi-Fi, SIM socket x2, automatically switched to a stronger LTE operator, LAN port with PoE+ x2, video recording for 14 days, power supply: 100–230V AC, 12V, light Li-Ion 

17Ah battery for 6h of continuous work, with automatic charging, built-in battery charger - YES, rechargeable battery at -20°C, mechanical adapter for mounting any PTZ IP camera, quick mounting slide-in 

system, transparent for connection between the camera and VMS, outdoor IP66, input for solar power supply, the set does not include the camera.

Transmission security: OpenVPN, ZeroTier VPN, IPsec: IKEv1, IKEv2; GRE-Tunel, X.509, WPA2-Enterprise, SYN-FIN, SYN-RST, X-mas, NULL flags, FIN.

Working time on the battery itself: up to 6h, or up to 20h with additional iCAM-Battery230 module.

New technical parameters for version 2021: 

* Input for solar power supply, OSD: display information on video image about alarm event, battery condition and voltage, charging, tamper, LTE connection quality; Wi-Fi, mora capacious 17Ah battery.

Options: additional iCAM-Battery230, detection of the shot and rapid change of the audio level, face detection and recording, human or vehicle detection, zoom at 300m or 500m, PIR sensor with automatic 

approach of the camera to the area of movement.

Without the camera – main unit for connecting any IP camera

Models
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5. Price list of rapid deployment cameras PRO designed for 

city monitoring and City Guards/Police.

CAMSAT 04.2021
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5.06 1093b

iCAM-Mini II X25 

Duplex DOME-4M

(with one PTZ camera 

and two 4Mpix fixed-

position cameras)

Rapid deployment LTE PTZ camera for city video surveillance 

with emergency power supply for 6 hours and additional side 

cameras.

It allows observation of a large area and a detailed analysis of selected 

places.

Key features:

* as in iCAM-MiniHD II BACK

* Camera – YES (2x fixed-position 4 Mpix, IR 40m; 1x PTZ cameras 

2Mpix, zoom x25, IR 100m)

* POWERED FROM 100—230V AC / 12V DC

Technical parameters: identical to iCAM-MiniHD II BACK (1090).

PTZ camera parameters: 2Mpix 1080p, Day/Night, sensitivity: 0.005 Lux (color), 0.001 Lux (B/W), optical zoom x25, night lightning 

IR 100m, h.265+, lens: 4.8~120mm, AWB, ATW, AGC, BLC, HLC, EIS, WDR 120 dB, 3D DNR, ROI, defog, intelligent image analysis: 

virtual line crossing, intrusion detection, face detection, object appearance / disappearance.

Fixed-position cameras parameters: 2x 4Mpix 2560x1440p, Day/Night, sensitivity: 0.01 Lux (color), 0 Lux (B/W IR), optical zoom 

x4, night lightning IR 40m, h.265+, lens: 2.8~12 mm moto zoom, AWB, AGC, BLC, 3D DNR, WDR 120dB, ROI, motion detection, 

virtual line crossing, intrusion detection, face detection, object appearence / disappearence.

Observation range: Event detection: from a distance of 1613m, observation: 646m, recognition: 323m, identification: 161m

Working time on the battery itself: up to 6h

The set includes: iCAM-MiniHD II BACK, PTZ camera x1, Hikvision fixed-position camera x2, 128GB SD Card x3, antennas, GE-Mobile 

II – rapid deployment socket x1, mounting accessories x1.

iCAM          3 327 € 

5.07 1094

iCAM-Mini II 

Triplex DOME-4M

(with three fixed-

position cameras)

Rapid deployment LTE camera 3x90° for city video monitoring 

with emergency power supply for 6h

Designed for continuous observation of a wide terrain 3x 90°

Key features:

* as in iCAM-MiniHD II BACK

* Camera – YES (3x fixed-position 4Mpix, IR 40m)

Technical parameters: identical to iCAM-MiniHD II BACK (1090).

Fixed-position cameras parameters: 2x 4Mpix 2560x1440p, Day/Night, sensitivity: 0.01 Lux (color), 0 Lux (B/W IR), optical zoom 

x4, night lightning IR 40m, h.265+, lens: 2.8~12 mm moto zoom, AWB, AGC, BLC, 3D DNR, WDR 120dB, ROI, motion detection, 

virtual line crossing, intrusion detection, face detection, object appearance / disappearance.

Observation range: Event detection: from a distance of 193m, observation: 77m, recognition: 39m, identification: 19m.

Working time on the battery itself: up to 6h

The set includes: iCAM-MiniHD II BACK, camera x3, 128GB SD Card x3, antennas, GE-Mobile II – rapid deployment socket x1, 

mounting accessories x1.

iCAM          2 893 € 

5.08 1096

iCAM-Mini II

SPECIAL ANPR

2021 NEWS

LTE rapid deployment video monitoring system with license plate 

detection.

Key features:

* as in iCAM-MiniHD II BACK

* Camera - YES (recording of 10,000 license plates, notifications about 

the searched number via SMS, email, application, fixed camera with 

zoom, IR 40m)

Common parameters: identical to iCAM-MiniHD II BACK (1090).

Camera parameters: ANPR – detection and recording of license plates, black- and whitelist of license plates, instant SMS / e-mail / 

application notifications.

License plate capture indicator > 98%, accuracy of recognizing the direction of vehicle movement > 96%, detection of missing license 

plate, black- and whitelist of up to 10,000 vehicles stored in the camera, reading motorcycle license plates. Very fast WDR 140db, 

sens. 1/1.8" 2MPix, color: 0.003Lux, remotely controlled zoom 2.8~12 mm, adjustable viewing angle: horizontally 102°-39°, vertically 

50°-22°. IR 40m, virtual line crossing, intrusion detection, object appearance / disappearance.

The set includes: iCAM-MiniHD II BACK, camera x1, 128GB SD Card x1, antennas, GE-Mobile II – rapid deployment socket x1, 

mounting accessories x1.

iCAM          3 327 € 

5.09 1097

iCAM-Mini II 4K

2021 NEWS

(with 4K / 8Mpix 

camera)

Rapid deployment LTE camera with very high resolution 4k with 

emergency power supply for 6h

Designed for continuous observation of 100° terrain in high 4K resolution 

(8Mpix – 3840x2160px).

Key features:

* as in iCAM-MiniHD II BACK

* Camera – YES (fixed-position 4Mpix, IR 50m)

Technical parameters: identical to iCAM-MiniHD II BACK (1090).

Camera parameters: 8Mpix 3840x2160px, Day/Night, sensitivity: 0.01 Lux (color), 0 Lux (B/W IR), optical zoom x4, night lightning 

IR 50m, h.265+, lens: 2.8~12mm moto zoom, AWB, AGC, BLC, 3D DNR, WDR 120dB, ROI, motion detection, defog, intelligent image 

analysis: virtual line crossing, intrusion detection, face detection, object appearance / disappearance.

Observation range: Event detection: from a distance of 228m, observation: 91m, recognition: 46m, identification: 23m.

Working time on the battery itself: up to 6h

The set includes: iCAM-MiniHD II BACK, camera x1, 128GB SD Card x1, antennas, GE-Mobile II – rapid deployment socket x1, 

mounting accessories x1.

iCAM          2 560 € 
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5.10 1123

iCAM-MiniHD I 

BACK

(2021 version)

(compatible with 

Hikvision, Dahua, 

Axis, Bosch, ...)

POWERED FROM 48V POWER SUPPLY

Compact rapid deployment LTE video monitoring system – without 

an IP camera.

Key features:

* 4G/LTE – YES (2xSIM)

* Wi-Fi

* Battery – NO

* Recording on the SD in the camera and over the Internet on the 

recorder / VMS in the monitoring center

* Mobility and quick slide-in mounting – YES

* Camera – NO (mechanically adapted to mount almost any PTZ IP 

camera of such brands as: Dahua, Hikvision, Axis, Bosch...)

Technical parameters: 4G/LTE transmission, SIM socket x2, LAN port with PoE+ x1, powered from PoE48V, mechanical adapter for 

mounting Hikvision or Dahua PTZ cameras, quick mounting slide-in system, IP66, the set does not include the camera.

New technical parameters for version 2021: 

* Input for solar power supply, OSD: display information on video image about alarm event, battery condition and voltage, charging, 

tamper, LTE connection quality; Wi-Fi.

Camera parameters: camera not included. Use your own IP camera from any manufacturer.

The set includes: iCAM-MiniHD I BACK, antennas, GE-Mobile II – rapid deployment socket x1, PoE48V power supply, mounting 

accessories.

Options: iCAM-Battery230, input for solar power supply, detection of the shot and rapid change of the audio level, face detection and 

recording, human or vehicle detection, zoom at 300m or 500m, PIR sensor with automatic approach of the camera to the area of 

movement.

If the IP camera is delivered to CAMSAT, the product will be sent back fully operational and ready to work.

iCAM          1 093 € 

5.11 1124

iCAM-MiniHD I X4 

(2021 version)

(with PTZ camera)

POWERED FROM 48V POWER SUPPLY

Compact rapid deployment PTZ camera with LTE

Key features:

* 4G/LTE – YES (2xSIM)

* Wi-Fi

* Battery – NO

* Local recording for 14 days

* Recording on the SD in the camera and over the Internet on the 

recorder / VMS in the monitoring center

* Mobility and quick slide-in mounting – YES

* Camera – YES

Technical parameters: identical to iCAM-MiniHD I BACK (1123).

Camera parameters: 4Mpix, Day/Night, sensitivity: 0.05 Lux/F1.6 (color), 0.01 Lux/F1.6 (B/W), optical zoom x4 (50m), night 

lightning IR – NO, h.264, lens: 2.8~12 mm motozoom, AWB, ATW, AGC, BLC, HLC, 3D DNR, DWDR. 

Observation range: Event detection: from a distance of 110m, observation: 45m, recognition: 22m, identification: 10m.

The set includes: iCAM-MiniHD I BACK, antennas, PTZ camera x1, GE-Mobile II – rapid deployment socket x1, PoE48V power supply, 

mounting accessories.

Options: iCAM-Battery230, input for solar power supply, detection of the shot and rapid change of the audio level, face detection and 

recording, human or vehicle detection, zoom at 300m or 500m, PIR sensor with automatic approach of the camera to the area of 

movement.

iCAM          1 660 € 

5.12 1080

iCAM-PowerHD 

BACK

(compatible with 

Hikvision, Dahua, ...)

POWERED FROM BUILT-IN BATTERY OR 12V DC

Rapid deployment LTE video monitoring system with its own 

built-in high-capacity battery - without an IP camera

Designed for creating a video monitoring point quickly, in any place 

without power source. For operational use for special services, the army 

and wherever there is no access to power.

Key features:

* 4G / LTE – YES (2xSIM)

* Battery – YES (6h)

* Automatic battery charging with 100—230V AC – NO

* Mobility and quick slide-in mounting – YES

* Compatibility with cameras and network recorders of Hikvision and 

Dahua – YES

* Camera – NO (mechanically adapted to mount almost any PTZ IP 

camera of such brands as: Dahua, Hikvision...)

Technical parameters: 4G/LTE transmission, SIM slot x2, LAN port with PoE+ x2, power supply: battery, 12V, 24V DC; light, 

removable Li-Ion 68Ah battery; CAM-OFF and StandBy controlled by SMS, disassembly detection with SMS notification, mechanical 

adapter for mounting any IP PTZ Hikvision and Dahua camera, quick slide-in mounting, transparent for connection between the 

camera and VMS, built-in battery charger - NO, outdoor IP66.

Camera parameters: camera not included. Use your own IP camera from any manufacturer.

Working time on the battery depends on the power consumption of the IP camera [camera power consumption]:

* <4W: up to 105h or up to 200h with additional iCAM-Battery

* <8W: up to 72h or up to 144h with iCAM-Battery

* <12W: up to 57h or up to 100h with iCAM-Battery

* <18W: up to 42h or up to 80h with iCAM-Battery

The set includes: iCAM-PowerHD BACK, antennas, LI-Ion charger x1, GE-Mobile II – rapid deployment socket x1, mounting 

accessories x1.

Recommended accessories: Additional battery power supply iCAM-Battery230, solar power, mounting adapter for cameras: Bosch, 

Axis, Avigillion, Novus, UNV, IDIS, Flir, GANZ and others; mounting adapter for bullet cameras; SIM LTE card, RC remote control; 

GPS; iCAM-BOX transport box.

If the IP camera is delivered to CAMSAT, the product will be sent back fully operational and ready to work.

iCAM          4 933 € 

Without the camera – main unit for connecting any IP camera

 iCAM-MiniHD I
The smallest rapid deployment camera 

Designed for quick activation of video-monitoring points with access to continuous power or powered by iCAM-Battery

Without the camera – main unit for connecting any IP camera

Ready to use video monitoring sets – main unit with cameras

 iCAM-PowerHD  

4G / LTE rapid deployment cameras for OPERATIONAL tasks 

powered by a removable lithium battery with a capacity of up to 68Ah



C Accessories

iCAM Cameras
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5. Price list of rapid deployment cameras PRO designed for 

city monitoring and City Guards/Police.

CAMSAT 04.2021
prices exclude tax

price list valid since 02.04.2021

5.13 1081

iCAM-PowerHD

X4 LTE

(with PTZ camera) 

POWERED FROM BUILT-IN BATTERY OR 12V DC

Rapid deployment LTE video monitoring system with its own 

built-in high-capacity battery for 3 days of continuous work, with 

PTZ camera.

Key features:

* as in iCAM-PowerHD BACK

* Camera – YES (PTZ with x4 zoom)

* Video recording for 14 days

Technical parameters: identical to iCAM-PowerHD BACK (1080).

Camera parameters: 2Mpix 1080p, Day/Night, sensitivity: 0.05 Lux/F1.6 (color), 0.01 Lux/F1.6 (B/W), optical zoom x4, night 

lightning IR – NO, h.264, lens: 2.8~12 mm motozoom, AWB, ATW, AGC, BLC, HLC, 3D DNR, DWDR. 

Observation range: Event detection: from a distance of 110m, observation: 45m, recognition: 22m, identification: 10m.

Working time: up to 72h or up to 144h with additional CAM-Battery

The set includes: iCAM-PowerHD BACK, PTZ camera, LI-Ion charger, 128GB SD card, antennas, GE-Mobile II – rapid deployment 

socket x1, mounting accessories x1.

iCAM          5 300 € 

5.14 1082

iCAM-PowerHD

X30 IR150 LTE

(with PTZ camera)

POWERED FROM BUILT-IN BATTERY OR 12V DC

Rapid deployment LTE video monitoring system with its own 

built-in high-capacity battery for 2 days of continuous work.

Key features:

* as in iCAM-PowerHD BACK

* Camera – YES (PTZ  x30 / 300m zoom, IR 150m)

* Video recording for 14 days

Technical parameters: identical to iCAM-PowerHD BACK (1080).

Camera parameters: 2Mpix, Day/Night, sensitivity: 0.005 Lux/F1.6 (color), 0.0005 Lux/F1.6 (B/W), optical zoom x30 (300m), night 

lightning IR 150m, h.265+, remotely adjustable lens: 4.5~135mm, AWB, AGC, ATW, BLC, HLC, EIS, 2D/3D DNR, WDR 120dB, RoI, 

Defog, intelligent image analysis (IVS): Auto Tracking, virtual line crossing, intrusion detection, face detection, object appearence / 

disappearence, registration of the largest traffic (heat map).

Observation range: Event detection: from a distance of 1862m, oservation: 744m, recognition: 372m, identification: 186m.

Working time: 48h or 96h with additional iCAM-Battery.

The set includes: iCAM-PowerHD BACK, PTZ camera, LI-Ion charger, 128GB SD card, antennas, GE-Mobile II – rapid deployment 

socket x1, mounting accessories x1.

iCAM          5 633 € 

5.15 1128

Solar+ (iCAM) Option to power iCAM from solar power

Compatible with:

* iCAM-MobileHD II

* iCAM-PowerHD

* iCAM-MiniHD II

* CaseCAM-PRO

* iCAM-Tower

Recommended solar power systems for iCAM cameras:

* iCAM-Solar365 MOBILE M15W68J light (nr index 7713) 

* iCAM-Solar365 MOBILE M25W68J light ( nr index 7712)

* iCAM-Solar365 MOBILE M15W100AZ (nr index 7711)

* iCAM-Solar365 MOBILE M25W100AZ (nr index 7710)

* Any system from the iCAM-Solar365 series

C             127 € 

5.16 1370

iWirelessPIR-500M Wireless PIR motion detector with a radio range of 500m NLOS, 

causing the camera to invade the detection area

Compatible with:

* iCAM-MobileHD II

* iCAM-PowerHD

* iCAM-MiniHD II

* CaseCAM-PRO

* iCAM-Tower

Parameters: Detection range 12m/120°, 3.6V battery powered for 6 months, outdoor IP65, 500m radio range (NLOS), 1000m 

radio range (LOS), steel structure resistant to impacts and secured with a lock, tamper notification about disassembly / opening.

The set includes: PIR sensor x1, radio receiver with Normally Open output x1.

D2             543 € 

5.17 1150

MEG-25 set Megaphone for automatic audio warnings and online messages 

from the operator

Available with:

* iConstruction-CAM

* iCAM-MobileHD II

* iCAM-PowerHD

* iCAM-MiniHD II

* Maximal power 25W

* Outdoor use (IP65, -20°)

* Weight: 3kg

* Mounting for iCAM cameras
C             630 € 

5.18 1151

LED-20W set Light LED warning halogen for  cameras

Set of two halogens with mount for iCAM cameras

Available with:

* iConstruction-CAM

* iCAM-MobileHD II

* iCAM-PowerHD

* iCAM-MiniHD II

* 12V DC

* Maximal power 2x20W (equivalent of 2x100W)

* Outdoor use (IP65, -20°)

* Weight: 2x 700g

* Mounting for iCAM cameras
C             263 € 

5.19 1100

iCAM-Adapter

00 64

Available with:

* iConstruction-CAM

* iCAM-MobileHD II

* iCAM-PowerHD

* iCAM-MiniHD I i II

Mounting adapter for any cameras, eg Bosch, Novus, Axis, UNV, Avigilon, etc.

Adapter for mounting IP PTZ cameras with hanging pipe fitting. The set includes an adapter for mounting PTZ cameras of various 

brands. Ask the CAMSAT technical department for details and compatibility. -

Individual pricing.

  Depends on the

camera brand and 

model

Ready to use video monitoring sets – main unit with cameras

Options

Extending the functionality of rapid deployment cameras
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5.20 1101

RemoteControl

00 43

Available with:

* iCAM-MobileHD II

* iCAM-PowerHD

* iCAM-MiniHD II

* iCAM-Tower

* CaseCAM-PRO

Radio remote controller for iCAM systems

Radio remote control for remote turning off / on the camera with a range of 10 m. It allows to significantly extend the battery 

operation time by turning it off during the period of non-use. The option includes an RC remote control and a control module.

   

C             227 € 

5.21 1102

iMount-Triplex

00 60

Available with:

* iCAM-MobileHD II

* iCAM-PowerHD

* iCAM-MiniHD II

Mounting adapter for up to three fixed cameras

The adapter allows the installation of three fixed cameras on devices from the iCAM series. Ask the CAMSAT technicians for details 

and compatibility. C             187 € 

5.22 1103

iMount-Duplex

00 61

Available with:

* iCAM-MobileHD II

* iCAM-PowerHD

* iCAM-MiniHD II

Mounting adapter for 1 PTZ camera and 2 fixed cameras

The adapter allows the installation of 1 PTZ camera and 2 fixed cameras on the iCAM series devices. Ask the CAMSAT technicians 

for details and compatibility.
C             187 € 

5.23 1104

GeoSecurity

00 29

Available with:

* iCAM-MobileHD II

* iCAM-PowerHD

* iCAM-MiniHD I and II

Camera GPS geolocation with zone exit notification system

GPS geo location + SMS / Email notification system for disassembly or theft. The system allows you to inform the user, eg if the 

camera leaves the assembly zone (works via LTE). C             327 € 

5.24 1105

Lock

00 31

Available with:

* iConstruction-CAM

* iCAM-MobileHD II

* iCAM-PowerHD

* iCAM-MiniHD I and II

Lock, padlock to protect the camera from unauthorized disassembly

C                19 € 

5.25 1106

StandBy

00 42

Available with:

* iCAM-PowerHD

Standby mode activated by SMS

Special battery saving mode in the camera activated by SMS (extends the battery operation time significantly). The order is issues 

by sending SMS. - individual pricing

5.26 1107

RALcolor

00 49

Available with:

* iCAM-MobileHD II

* iCAM-PowerHD

* iCAM-MiniHD I and II

iCAM in selected color

Camera in the selected color of the RAL palette. Manufacturing technique: powder coating. Delivery time +14 days.

   

- individual pricing

5.27 1108

Wi-Fi

00 24

Available with:

* iCAM-PowerHD

* iCAM-MiniHD I

Wi-Fi 2.4GHz for iCAM and iConstruction-CAM cameras, 2.4GHz, 50m range

Wireless WiFi transmission for wireless system configuration. It enables: viewing, controlling, browsing and downloading the archive 

and system management.

   

C             127 € 

5.28 1109

Rec2T

00 20

Available with:

* iCAM-MobileHD II

Special 2T memory for the iCAM-MobileHD II mobile camera.

It provides continuous recording of HD video content up to 90 days of recordings.

   

C             184 € 

5.31 1112

iCAM-Magnetic 

STAND

00 62

Compatible with:

* iConstruction-CAM

* iCAM-MobileHD II

* iCAM-PowerHD

* iCAM-MiniHD I and II

Magnetic tripod for the roof of the car

A powerful magnetic tripod for mobile cameras from the iCAM and iConstruction series. A magnetic stand designed for mounting on 

the roof of a car.
iCAM          1 153 € 

5.32 1113

iCAM-Battery

00 27

Compatible with:

* iCAM-MobileHD II

* iCAM-PowerHD

* iCAM-MiniHD I and II

* Any IP PoE camera

External battery module (Li-ION)

External, lightweight battery IP66 adapted to supply mobile camera systems from the series:

• iCAM-MobileHD II – increases the battery operation time by 200% (from 24-32h)

• iCAM-PowerHD – increases the battery operation time by 100% (from 48 -140h)

• iCAM-MiniHD – allows battery operation of the iCAM-MiniHD system for 24-72h continuous operation

iCAM          1 660 € 

Accessories

 for rapid deployment cameras
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5.33 1114

iCAM-Battery230 

00 63

Compatible with:

* iCAM-MobileHD II

* iCAM-PowerHD

* iCAM-MiniHD I and II

* Any IP PoE camera

iCAM-Battery230 - External battery module (Li-ION) with automatic charging eg from a 230V street lamp

An additional battery module that allows you to extend the work by 100% or the standard camera operation time x2. In addition, it 

can be automatically charged from the 230V street lamp in a very short time. Thanks to the iCAM-Battery230 module, iCAM-

MobileHD II rapid deployment camera will work 14-18 hours without external power source. iCAM          1 993 € 

5.34 1129

iCAM-Cage Compatible with:

* iConstruction-CAM

* iCAM-MobileHD II

* iCAM-PowerHD

* iCAM-MiniHD I and II

* any CCTV camera

Protection cage designed for CCTV cameras and cameras from the iCAM and iConstruction-CAM series

Vandal-resistant construction made of galvanized steel, with a quick mounting system on a pole or wall.

Weight: 2.5kg, dimensions: 486x493x706 [mm]
C             297 € 

5.35 1115

iCAM-BOX

00 48

Compatible with:

* iConstruction-CAM

* iCAM-MobileHD II

* iCAM-PowerHD

* iCAM-MiniHD II

Strong transport box for mobile systems: iCAM and iConstruction with foam filling.

It enables safe transport and storage of mobile cameras.

Dimensions: 60x50x35 [cm]

Other dimensions available on request.
C             427 € 

5.36 1116

Gniazdo GE-Mobile 

II

00 52

Compatible with:

* iConstruction-CAM

* iCAM-MobileHD II

* iCAM-PowerHD

* iCAM-MiniHD I and II

The universal iCAM II rapid deployment camera quick connector socket. Can be screwed to the wall or attached to the 

80—160mm pole using steel bands

Quick coupler socket for mounting a rapid deploymen camera on a pole or wall. The installation of several such sockets in the city 

area enables very fast moving and installation of iCAM cameras in a new location
C                97 € 

5.37 1117

iCAM-TVRec

00 26

Compatible with:

* iConstruction-CAM

* iCAM-MobileHD II

* iCAM-PowerHD

* iCAM-MiniHD I and II

Online HDMI receiver for 4 iCAM cameras

Receiver for viewing 4 images from iCAM cameras or iConstructionCAM on the TV via the Internet. In addition, it allows you to 

record video images, control PTZ cameras, online preview in HD and many other options.

Included: iCAM-TVRec, power supply x 1 pcs

iCAM             327 € 

5.38 1118

PTZ-Keyboard

00 50

Compatible with:

* iConstruction-CAM

* iCAM-MobileHD II

* iCAM-PowerHD

* iCAM-MiniHD I and II

Keyboard controlling the PTZ camera

PTZ control keyboard with 3D joystick for iCAM cameras.

   

- individual pricing

5.39 1119

PTZ-

Keyboard/Video

00 51

Compatible with:

* iCAM-MobileHD II

* iCAM-PowerHD

* iCAM-MiniHD I and II

Keyboard controlling the PTZ camera, with video screen

PTZ control keyboard with 3D joystick for iCAM cameras, with screen for the video.
- individual pricing

5.40 1120

iCAM-AKU22

00 53

Compatible with:

* iCAM-MobileHD II

* iCAM-Battery230

A lightweight Li-ION battery for powering the iCAM-MobileHD I and II system

Specjalny, lekki akumulator o czasie pracy do 12-16h i przeznaczony do pracy w temperaturach ujemnych -30°C +55°C.  

Specjalistyczny akumulator o możliwości ładowania w temperaturach ujemnych -20°C +55°C. Żywotność ponad 5000 cykli 

ładowania przy spadku pojemności do 80%. Akumulator szybkowymienny w systemach iCAM-MobileHD oraz iCAM-MobileHD II

C             453 € 

5.41 1121

iCAM-AKU64

00 54

Compatible with:

* iCAM-PowerHD

* iCAM-Battery

A light Li-ION battery for powering iCAM-PowerHD and iCAM-Battery.

A special, light battery with up to 72h of working time and designed to work in temperatures

-10°C to + 55°C. Charging temperature 0° C + 55° C. Quick-change battery in iCAM-PowerHD and iCAM-Battery systems.
C             967 € 
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6.01 7731

iCAM-Solar365 

MOBILE M15W68J 

light

Complete solar power plant for CCTV cameras - light, rapid 

deployment version for quick installation.

Complete set for mounting to the side of a pole or to a wall.

* Efficiency in summer / winter with a continuous load of 40/15W

* Solar panel power: 400W

* Mobility, very quick assembly by inserting into the mounting socket

* Very light, built-in 68Ah / 14.7V lithium battery mounted high on a pole

* 12V DC / 4A output voltage

* Pole or facade mounting

* Maximum power of cameras and accessories for 24 hours of operation: 

winter up to 15W, summer up to 40W with 3-day autonomy

* Compatible with mobile cameras from the iCAM series and any CCTV 

cameras

* Enables powering the iCAM-Mobile II and iCAM-Mini II systems with the 

"Solar +" option

Due to pole mounting, the system can be used in unsupervised and 

unfenced areas.

The highly efficient iCAM-Solar365 system is able to generate up to 400Wh in unfavorable winter weather, assuming only 30% 

of sunlight with 4 hours of sunshine during the day. With such extreme conditions, it still provides 3 days of autonomy for 

camera loads up to 15W in winter and 40W in summer.

Technical parameters: 

Efficiency: over 400Wh. Maximum power of cameras and accessories working 24/7 in winter / summer: 15W / 40W. In the 

case of cameras with higher power, there is a risk of not providing energy for a full day in winter or the need to recharge the 

batteries. 

Voltage: 12V DC maximum 4A (option: PoE out, 24V DC, 230V AC)

Warranty: for linearity of output power 25 years, for panels 12 years, for batteries 12 months, the remaining 2 years.

Working temperature range of the entire system: -20 ÷ +55°C

Dimensions of mounted, working system (without pole): 1800mm [width] x 790mm [height] x 790mm [depth]. Dimensions 

of dismounted system: 1800mm [width] x 1000mm [height] x 195mm [depth]

Weight: panel 18 kg, mounting structure: 13 kg, electronics with a battery: 14.5 kg

Panel surface: 1.8m2

Includes: set of panels x1, mobile mounting structure to the side of the pole or wall x1, electronics with battery for mounting 

to the side of the pole / wall x1, mounting accessories and cables.

ATTENTION: The power plant requires suspension on a sufficiently high and strong pole selected according to resistance to 

wind and weight.

It can also be useful:  pole Pylon-6M, foundation Foot-6M.

D6          2 993 € 

6. Price list of all-year solar power systems for CCTV cameras

CAMSAT 04.2021
prices exclude tax

price list valid since 02.04.2021

YEAR-ROUND SOLAR POWER SUPPLY FOR CCTV

Selection of the power system

1. Determine the sum of the current draw (power) of all cameras and accessories.

2. Is the installation supposed to operate all year round or do you allow breaks in winter?

3. Choose the type of installation: mobile or permanent

4. The supply voltage of 12V is enough.

5. Send the above parameters to CAMSAT and we will help with the completion.

LIGHTWEIGHT RAPID DEPLOYMENT VERSION DEDICATED TO iCAM SYSTEMS

Light version with the lithium battery installed on the pole.

Complete, running sets – 12V electronics with battery and with mechanical mounting to the side of the pole / wall.

For cameras with 24-hour power consumption: 15W – all year round with autonomy for 3 days, 40W – in summer (March—September)
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6. Price list of all-year solar power systems for CCTV cameras
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6.03 7733

iCAM-Solar365 

MOBILE M15W100AZ

Complete solar power plant for CCTV cameras - light, rapid 

deployment version for quick installation.

Complete, rapid deployment set for mounting to the side of a pole 

or to a wall. Large battery designed to be buried underground.

* Efficiency in summer / winter with a continuous load of 40/15W

* Solar panel power: 400W

* Mobility, very quick assembly by inserting into the mounting socket

* 100Ah battery to be buried in the ground

* 12V DC / 4A output voltage

* Pole or facade mounting

* Maximum power of cameras and accessories for 24 hours of operation: 

winter up to 15W, summer up to 40W with 5-day autonomy

* Compatible with mobile cameras from the iCAM series and any CCTV 

cameras

* Enables powering the iCAM-Mobile II and iCAM-Mini II systems with the 

"Solar +" option

Due to pole mounting, the system can be used in unsupervised and 

unfenced areas.

The highly efficient iCAM-Solar365 system is able to generate up to 400Wh in unfavorable winter weather, assuming only 30% 

of sunlight with 4 hours of sunshine during the day. With such extreme conditions, it still provides 3 days of autonomy for 

camera loads up to 15W in winter and 40W in summer.

Technical parameters: 

Efficiency: over 400Wh. Maximum power of cameras and accessories working 24/7 in winter / summer: 15W / 40W. In the 

case of cameras with higher power, there is a risk of not providing energy for a full day in winter or the need to recharge the 

batteries.

Voltage: 12V DC maximum 4A (option: PoE out, 24V DC, 230V AC)

Warranty: 25 years for linearity of output power, 12 years for panels, 12 months for batteries, 2 years for the remaining 

ones.

Working temperature range of the entire system: -20 ÷ +55°C

Dimensions of mounted, working system (without pole): 1800mm [width] x 790mm [height] x 790mm [depth]. Dimensions 

of dismounted system: 1800mm [width] x 1000mm [height] x 195mm [depth]

Weight: panel 18 kg, mounting structure: 13 kg, electronics: 8 kg, battery: 38 kg

Panel surface: 1,8m2

Includes: set of panels x1, mobile mounting structure to the side of the pole or wall x1, electronics for mounting to the side of 

the pole / wall x1, 100Ah battery in a casing adapted to be buried in the ground x1, mounting accessories and cables.

ATTENTION: The power plant requires suspension on a sufficiently high and strong pole selected according to resistance to 

wind and weight.

It can also be useful: pole Pylon-6M, foundation Foot-6M.

D6          2 297 € 

RAPID DEPLOYMENT VERSION

With a large 100Ah battery to be buried in the ground.

For cameras with 24-hour power consumption: 25W – all year round with autonomy for 3 days, 60W – in summer (March—September)

Complete, double solar power plant for CCTV cameras - light, rapid 

deployment version for quick installation.

Complete set for mounting to the side of a pole or to a wall.

* Efficiency in summer / winter with a continuous load of 60/25W

* Solar panel power: 650W

* Mobility, very quick assembly by inserting into the mounting socket

* Very light, built-in 68Ah / 14.7V lithium battery mounted high on a pole

* 12V DC / 4A output voltage

* Pole or facade mounting

* Maximum power of cameras and accessories for 24 hours of operation: 

winter up to 25W, summer up to 60W with 3-day autonomy

* Compatible with mobile cameras from the iCAM series and any CCTV 

cameras

* Enables powering the iCAM-Mobile II and iCAM-Mini II systems with the 

"Solar +" option

Due to pole mounting, the system can be used in unsupervised and 

unfenced areas.

The highly efficient iCAM-Solar365 system is able to generate up to 650Wh in unfavorable winter weather, assuming only 30% 

of sunlight with 4 hours of sunshine during the day. With such extreme conditions, it still provides 3 days of autonomy for 

camera loads up to 25W in winter and 60W in summer.

Technical parameters: 

Efficiency: over 650Wh. Maximum power of cameras and accessories working 24/7 in winter / summer: 25W / 60W. In the 

case of cameras with higher power, there is a risk of not providing energy for a full day in winter or the need to recharge the 

batteries. 

Voltage: 12V DC maximum 4A (option: PoE out, 24V DC, 230V AC)

Warranty: for linearity of output power 25 years, for panels 12 years, for batteries 12 months, the remaining 2 years.

Working temperature range of the entire system: -20 ÷ +55°C

Dimensions of mounted, working system (without pole): 1800mm [width] x 790mm [height] x 790mm [depth], x2 

constructions. Dimensions of dismounted system: 1800mm [width] x 1000mm [height] x 195mm [depth], x2 constructions

Weight: panels 18 kg x2, mounting structure 13 kg x2, electronics with a battery: 14.5 kg x1.

Panels surface: 1.8m2, x2

Includes: set of panels x2, mobile mounting structure to the side of the pole or wall x2, electronics with battery for mounting 

to the side of the pole / wall x1, mounting accessories and cables.

ATTENTION: The power plant requires suspension on a sufficiently high and strong pole selected according to resistance to 

wind and weight.

It can also be useful: pole Pylon-6M, foundation Foot-6M.

D6          3 650 € 6.02 7732

iCAM-Solar365 

MOBILE M25W68J 

light

Complete sets - 12V electronics with mechanical mounting to the side of the pole / wall and a battery to be buried in the ground.

For cameras with 24-hour power consumption: 15W – all year round with autonomy for 5 days, 40W – in summer (March—September)
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6.04 7734

iCAM-Solar365 

MOBILE M25W100AZ

Complete solar power plant for CCTV cameras - light, rapid 

deployment version for quick installation.

Complete, rapid deployment set for mounting to the side of a pole 

or to a wall. Large battery designed to be buried underground.

* Efficiency in summer / winter with a continuous load of 60/25W

* Solar panel power: 650W

* Mobility, very quick assembly by inserting into the mounting socket

* 100Ah battery to be buried in the ground

* 12V DC / 4A output voltage

* Pole or facade mounting

* Maximum power of cameras and accessories for 24 hours of operation: 

winter up to 25W, summer up to 60W with 5-day autonomy

* Compatible with mobile cameras from the iCAM series and any CCTV 

cameras

* Enables powering the iCAM-Mobile II and iCAM-Mini II systems with the 

"Solar+" option

Due to pole mounting, the system can be used in unsupervised and 

unfenced areas.

The highly efficient iCAM-Solar365 system is able to generate up to 650Wh in unfavorable winter weather, assuming only 30% 

of sunlight with 4 hours of sunshine during the day. With such extreme conditions, it still provides 3 days of autonomy for 

camera loads up to 25W in winter and 60W in summer.

Technical parameters: 

Efficiency: over 650Wh. Maximum power of cameras and accessories working 24/7 in winter / summer: 25W / 60W. In the 

case of cameras with higher power, there is a risk of not providing energy for a full day in winter or the need to recharge the 

batteries. 

Voltage: 12V DC maximum 4A (option: PoE out, 24V DC, 230V AC)

Warranty: for linearity of output power 25 years, for panels 12 years, for batteries 12 months, the remaining 2 years.

Working temperature range of the entire system: -20 ÷ +55°C

Dimensions of mounted, working system (without pole): 1800mm [width] x 790mm [height] x 790mm [depth], x2 

constructions. Dimensions of dismounted system: 1800mm [width] x 1000mm [height] x 195mm [depth] x2 constructions.

Weight: panels 18kg x2, mounting structure 13kg x2, electronics: 8kg, battery: 38kg

Panels surface: 1.8m2, x2

Includes: A set of panels x2, mobile mounting structure to the side of a pole or wall x2, electronics for mounting to the side of 

a pole / wall x1, 100Ah battery in a casing adapted to be buried in the ground x1, mounting accessories and cables.

ATTENTION: The power plant requires suspension on a sufficiently high and strong pole selected according to resistance to 

wind and weight.

It can also be useful: pole Pylon-6M, foundation Foot-6M.

D6          2 980 € 

6.05 7708

iCAM-Solar365 

P50WT

PRO - 

The most powerful 

version for multiple 

large CCTV cameras

ELECTRONICS WITH TURBINE

24/7 power supply system for CCTV cameras with power 

consumption up to 50W. It provides more stable performance in the 

autumn and winter.

The system is designed for continuous load of 50W cameras in the most 

difficult autumn and winter period. In the summer, it allows 24-hour load 

up to 120W.

* Installation: on the pole, roof or ground

* Working 365 days / year

* Maximum power of the cameras and accessories: during winter up to 

50W, during summer up to 120W

* 24V DC and 12V DC, PoE24

* Set of photovoltaic panels and wind turbine

* Power autonomy during winter for 50W: 10 days

* Allows charging iCAM-Mobile II and iCAM-Mini II and any CCTV cameras

With pole mounting it is possible to use the system on the unsupervised 

and not fenced areas.

The compact power supply system is designed to provide 10-day autonomy (windless and sunless periods) for energy supply 

for CCTV cameras and accessories. The highly efficient iCAM-Solar365 system is able to generate up to 1500Wh in 

unfavorable winter weather assuming only 30% of sunlight in 4 hours of sunshine during the day. With such extreme weather 

conditions, it still provides 10 days of autonomy for 50W load.

Parameters:

Maximum power of cameras and accessories operating 24h/day during winter / summer: 50W / 120W

Voltage: 12V DC (option: 24V DC, PoE, 230V AC)

Warranty: the linearity of the output power: 25 years; panels: 12 years, batteries: 12 months, other: 2 years.

Range of working temperature of the entire system: -20 ÷ 55°C

Dimensions of working system without a pole: 1700mm [width] x 2700mm [height] x 1995mm [depth]

Electronics weight: 65kg Batteries weight: 136kg

The set contains: photovoltaic panels x3, wind turbine, control electronics, special battery cable 7m x2, batteries adapted to 

be buriend in the ground x1

It also can be useful: Pole with a structure for electronics: P50WT-PylonF, Concrete foundation P35W-Foot

D6          3 330 € 

6.06 7716 P50WT-PylonF

POLE with BASKET

Special reinforced pole for very large solar systems with mounting 

structure (basket) and space for a wind turbine

Reinforced pole with assembly structure for iCAM-Solar365 P50WT

Parameters: hot-dip galvanized steel structure

Dimensions: Fi 108mm, foundation 250x250 [mm], pole height 4100mm, pole height with construction <6000mm

Weight: ~96kg
D6          1 800 € 

For cameras with a 24-hour power consumption: 50W – all year round with autonomy for 10 days, 120W – in summer (March—September)

VERSION FOR PERMANENT MOUNTING

For cameras with a 24-hour power consumption: 25W – all year round with autonomy for 5 days, 60W – in summer (March—September)
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6.07 7707 iCAM-Solar365 P40W

ELECTRONICS WITH TURBINE

24/7 power supply system for CCTV cameras with power 

consumption up to 40W.

The system is designed for continuous load of 40W cameras in the most 

difficult autumn and winter period. In the summer, it allows 24-hour load 

up to 90W.

* Installation: on the pole, roof or ground

* Working 365 days / year

* Maximum power of the cameras and accessories: during winter up to 

40W, during summer up to 90W

* 12V (option: 24V DC, PoE, 230V AC)

* Power autonomy during winter for 40W: 10 days

* Allows charging iCAM-Mobile II and iCAM-Mini II and any CCTV cameras

With pole mounting it is possible to use the system on the unsupervised 

and not fenced areas.

The compact power supply system is designed to provide 10-day autonomy (windless and sunless periods) for energy supply 

for CCTV cameras and accessories. The highly efficient iCAM-Solar365 system is able to generate up to 1000Wh in 

unfavorable winter weather assuming only 30% of sunlight in 4 hours of sunshine during the day. With such extreme weather 

conditions, it still provides 10 days of autonomy for 40W load.

Parameters:

Maximum power of cameras and accessories operating 24h/day during winter / summer: 40W / 90W

Voltage: 12V DC (option: 24V DC, PoE, 230V AC)

Warranty: the linearity of the output power: 25 years; panels: 12 years, batteries: 12 months, other: 2 years.

Range of working temperature of the entire system: -20 ÷ 55°C

Dimensions of working system without a pole: 1700mm [width] x 1700mm [height] x 1995mm [depth]

Electronics weight: 74kg Batteries weight: 136kg

The set contains: photovoltaic panels x3, control electronics, special battery cable 7m x2, batteries adapted to be buriend in 

the ground x1

It also can be useful: Pole with a structure for electronics: P40W-PylonF, Concrete foundation P50WT-Foot

D6          2 327 € 

6.08 7715 P40W-PylonF

POLE with BASKET

Special reinforced pole for very large solar systems with mounting 

structure (basket)

Reinforced pole with assembly structure for iCAM-Solar365 P50WT

Parameters: hot-dip galvanized steel structure

Dimensions: Fi 108mm, foundation 250x250 [mm], pole height 4100mm, pole height with construction <6000mm

Weight: ~90kg

D6          1 660 € 

6.09 7706

iCAM-Solar365 P25W

TOP - Very popular 

product

ELECTRONICS WITH TURBINE

24/7 power supply system for CCTV cameras with power 

consumption up to 25W.

The system is designed for continuous load of 25W cameras in the most 

difficult autumn and winter period. In the summer, it allows 24-hour load 

up to 60W.

* Installation: on the pole, roof or ground

* Working 365 days / year

* Maximum power of the cameras and accessories: during winter up to 

25W, during summer up to 60W

* 12V (option: 24V DC, PoE)

* Power autonomy during winter for 25W: 7 days

* Allows charging iCAM-Mobile II and iCAM-Mini II and any CCTV cameras

With pole mounting it is possible to use the system on the unsupervised 

and not fenced areas.

The highly efficient iCAM-Solar365 system is able to generate up to 680Wh in unfavorable winter weather assuming only 30% 

of sunlight in 4 hours of sunshine during the day. With such extreme weather conditions, it still provides 7 days of autonomy 

for 25W load.

Designed to work in the latitude of Poland and other Western European countries.

Parameters:

Maximum power of cameras and accessories operating 24h/day during winter / summer: 25W / 60W

Voltage: 12V DC (option: 24V DC, PoE)

Warranty: the linearity of the output power: 25 years; panels: 12 years, batteries: 12 months, other: 2 years.

Range of working temperature of the entire system: -20 ÷ 55°C

Dimensions of working system without a pole: 1800mm [width] x 790mm [height] x 790mm [depth], x2 units. 

Dimensions of dismounted system: 1800mm [width] x 1000mm [height] x 195mm [depth], x2 units. 

Electronics weight: 54kg Batteries weight: 62kg

The set contains: photovoltaic panels x2, control electronics, special battery cable 7m x2, batteries adapted to be buriend in 

the ground x1

It also can be useful: pole Pylon-6M, concrete foundation Foot-6M

D6          1 883 € 

6.10 7742 SolarMOUNT-800W

MOUNTING STRUCTURE TO THE POLE

Basket with a structure for mounting the iCAM-Solar365 P25W

It can be mounted on any reinforced structure pole. The set includes two separate adjustable racks to be mounted one above 

the other. Very easy to mount to the side of the pole / wall.

     

Parameters: double aluminum structure, load capacity adapted to iCAM-Solar365 P25W electronics, safe construction 

resistant to external weather conditions and strong gusts of wind, tilt angle of solar panels adjustable in the 10°—45° range, 

load capacity 2x 30kg, maximum panel size: horizontally 2000x1050 mm x2 units, weight: 16kg x2 units, dimensions of 

construction dismounted for the transport: 1800mm [width] x 1000mm [height] x 195mm [depth] x2 units D6             597 € 

For cameras with a 24-hour power consumption: 25W – all year round with autonomy for 7 days, 90W – in summer (March—September)

For cameras with a 24-hour power consumption: 40W – all year round with autonomy for 10 days, 90W – in summer (March—September)
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6.11 7705 iCAM-Solar365 P15W

ELECTRONICS WITH TURBINE

24/7 power supply system for CCTV cameras with power 

consumption up to 15W.

The system is designed for continuous load of 15W cameras in the most 

difficult autumn and winter period. In the summer, it allows 24-hour load 

up to 35W.

* Installation: on the pole, roof or ground

* Working 365 days / year

* Maximum power of the cameras and accessories: during winter up to 

15W, during summer up to 35W

* 12V (option: 24V DC, PoE)

* Power autonomy during winter for 15W: 7 days

* Allows charging iCAM-Mobile II and iCAM-Mini II and any CCTV cameras

With pole mounting it is possible to use the system on the unsupervised 

and not fenced areas.

The highly efficient iCAM-Solar365 system is able to generate up to 340Wh in unfavorable winter weather assuming only 30% 

of sunlight in 4 hours of sunshine during the day. With such extreme weather conditions, it still provides 7 days of autonomy 

for 15W load.

Designed to work in the latitude of Poland and other Western European countries.

Parameters:

Maximum power of cameras and accessories operating 24h/day during winter / summer: 15W / 35W

Voltage: 12V DC (option: 24V DC, PoE)

Warranty: the linearity of the output power: 25 years; panels: 12 years, batteries: 12 months, other: 2 years.

Range of working temperature of the entire system: -20 ÷ 55°C

Dimensions of working system without a pole: 1800mm [width] x 790mm [height] x 790mm [depth] 

Dimensions of dismounted system: 1800mm [width] x 1000mm [height] x 195mm [depth]

Electronics weight: 26kg Batteries weight: 38kg

The set contains: photovoltaic panel x1, control electronics, special battery cable 7m x2, batteries adapted to be buriend in 

the ground x1

It also can be useful: pole Pylon-6M, concrete foundation Foot-6M

D6          1 617 € 

6.12 7741 SolarMOUNT-400W

MOUNTING STRUCTURE TO THE POLE

Basket with a structure for mounting the iCAM-Solar365 P15W

It can be mounted on any reinforced structure pole. The set includes two separate adjustable racks to be mounted one above 

the other. Very easy to mount to the side of the pole / wall.

     

Parameters: aluminum structure, load capacity adapted to iCAM-Solar365 P15W electronics, safe construction resistant to 

external weather conditions and strong gusts of wind, tilt angle of solar panels adjustable in the 10°—45° range, load capacity 

30kg, maximum panel size: horizontally 2000x1050 mm, units, weight: 16kg, dimensions of construction dismounted for the 

transport: 1800mm [width] x 1000mm [height] x 195mm [depth]

D6             320 € 

6.13 7717 Pylon-6M

REINFORCED POLE

Special reinforced pole for the solar systems.

Reinforced CCTV pole for iCAM-Solar365 P25W and P15W

Parameters: hot-dip galvanized steel structure

Dimensions: foundation 250x250 [mm], height 6000mm

Weight: 75kg D6             793 € 

6.14 7728 Foot-P50WT

FOUNDATION

Special prefabricated foundation for big reinforced poles with high load 

capacity.

Designed for poles: P50WT-PylonF and P40W-PylonF

Prefabricated foundation for the P30W-PylonF and P35WT-PylonF poles. Intended for foundation in medium quality soil.

Weight: up to 240kg

C             497 € 

6.15 7729 Foot-6M

FOUNDATION

Special prefabricated foundation for big reinforced poles.

Designed for Pylon-6M poles

Prefabricated foundation for the poles. Intended for foundation in medium quality soil.

Weight: up to 90kg

C             293 € 

PREFABRICATED FOUNDATIONS

REINFORCED POLES

For cameras with a 24-hour power consumption: 15W – all year round with autonomy for 7 days, 35W – in summer (March—September)
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CCTV ACCESSORIES AND METHODS OF SELECTION

Dedicated radio links and LTE modems with very low power consumption - dedicated to solar systems and alternative power supply.

* CDS-6IP eco Solar+ - 5GHz radio bridge unit for IP cameras - only 3.5W power consumption

* iCAM-LTE Solar+ - 4G/LTE transmitter for transmission of images from IP cameras via the Internet - power consumption during operation is only 4W

* iCAM-MobileHD II X25 Solar+ - mobile camera with the possibility of charging from many energy sources - e.g. from a lighthouse, solar panel, 230V, 24V DC.

* iCAM-MiniHD II X4 Solar+ - mobile camera that can be charged from many energy sources - e.g. from solar panels, from 230V, from 24V DC

ATTENTION: That kind of systems are 100% dependent on weather conditions, sunlight and winds in a given area. The estimated power reserve has been added in the calculations to ensure continuity of operation, but weather conditions may vary significantly depending on 

location and environment.

Basic criteria for location selection:

* unshaded place throughout the whole period of work and at any time of the year,

* check whether from the south side there are obstacles hindering the operation of the power plant, i.e. buildings, trees and other high elements obstructing the flow of wind or causing shading,

* open space ensuring good ventilation of panels,

* vehicle access possible, e.g. with HDS,

* check that there are no underground installations colliding with the foundation at the installation site
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